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1. Introduction

The development of a bioeconomy is at the fore-
front of the national and regional agendas of 
many European countries given not only its poten-
tial to counter climate change through replacing 
goods and services currently produced using fossil 
fuels and other non-renewable resources, but also 
the new economic activities in and around the ru-
ral regions it stimulates (Refsgaard et al., 2018). 
However, there is relatively little known about the 
status and institutional and policy frameworks for 
bioeconomy development in Northwest Russia.

The purpose of this study is to provide a com-
prehensive overview of the status of and institu-

tional framework for a bioeconomy in the Republic 
of Karelia and Murmansk oblast (see Map 1). The 
study	identifies	some	of	the	main	support	mecha-
nisms and incentives, as well as the potential and 
challenges, for bioeconomy development in these 
regions today and in the future. This study, which 
was	 financed	 by	 the	Nordic	 Council	 of	Ministers	
in 2018–2019, Kicking off the Bioeconomy in the 
North, draws upon the lessons learned from the 
study	financed	by	the	Nordic	Council	of	Ministers	
in 2018, ‘Forest and Waste-based Bioeconomy in 
the Arkhangelsk region’ (Berlina and Trubin, 2018).

The main research questions are:

Map 1. Case study regions. Map by Eeva Turunen
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n	What is the status of forest- and marine-based 
activities in the Republic of Karelia and Murmansk 
oblast?
n What policy instruments and support meas-
ures are available to drive the forest- and marine-
based bioeconomy agenda in Northwest Russia?
n	What are the enabling conditions and impeding 
factors	influencing	the	development	of	a	bioecon-
omy from a regional perspective?

The study draws upon face-to-face interviews con-
ducted with key actors involved in bioeconomy de-
velopment in the cities of Murmansk and Petroza-
vodsk in July 2018 along with desk-based research. 
The actors interviewed included representatives 
from the regional authorities, businesses and non-
governmental organisations and academics work-

ing in the forest- and marine-based bioeconomy 
field.	The	desk-based	research	draws	on	a	review	
of relevant reports, policy documents, online news 
articles and academic publications, including both 
Russian and English language sources.

In terms of the limitations of the report, it is 
important to note that in some cases, it has been 
difficult	 to	 evaluate	 the	quality	and	 reliability	 of	
the information provided in the external sources 
and during communication with the interviewees; 
thus, attempts were made to provide neutral ar-
guments and avoid biased facts by collecting in-
formation	 from	 different	 independent	 sources.	
However, there is a need for more extensive re-
search so that deeper insights into the status, po-
tential and challenges for a bioeconomy in North-
west Russia can be gained.



Overgang til en bioøkonomi i Nordvestrusland. Regionale casestudier i 
regionerne Karelien og Murmansk
Bioøkonomien er på forsiden af regionale og nationale dagsordener i mange europæiske lande. 
Dette skyldes både potentialet for at møde klimaændringer gennem at erstatte fossilbaserede 
varer og tjenester med biobaserede, men også fordi bioøkonomien kan bidrage med økonomiske 
muligheder og arbejdspladser i landdistrikter og regioner. Nordvestrusland er i så henseende in-
teressant med en lignende tilgang på bioressourcer som i de nordiske lande, men kundskaben om 
de institutionelle og politiske rammebetingelser er begrænsede. I denne rapport har vi undersøgt 
status og udviklingsmuligheder for bioøkonomien i Republikken Karelien og Murmansk Oblast i 
Nordvestrusland. 

Den	Karelske	regions	økonomi	er	afhængig	af	natur	og	ressourcebaserede	industrier	med	
muligheder for udvikling af bioøkonomien bl.a. p.g.a. de favorable agri-klimatiske forhold og 
fælles grænser mod EU med de markedsmuligheder det har. Tømmer, træforædling, pulp og 
papir industri og metalindustri er hovedsektorer. Der er også gode muligheder indenfor turisme, 
rekreation,	mad,	fiskeri	og	bioteknologisk	industri.	Murmansk	er	en	industrialiseret	region	hvor	
minedrift, produktion af mineralsk gødning er de dominerende industrier. Indenfor primærsek-
toren	er	det	især	fiskerisektoren	som	er	vigtig.	Rapporten	ser	specielt	på	rammebetingelser	og	
organisatoriske	muligheder.	Hovedkonklusionerne	er	primært	rettet	mod	offentlige	myndigheder	
og andre interesserede aktører som arbejder med bioøkonomi-relaterede emner på forskellige 
styringsniveauer og opsummeres her:

n Støtte iværksætteraktiviteter for unge professionelle og studerende gennem at fremme 
erhvervs- og højere uddannelser og knyttet den unge generation sammen med mulighederne 
indenfor bioøkonomien.

n Sørge for klare investeringsstrategier i forhold til at katalysere udviklingen og tiltrække 
kapital for start-ups og SMV-ere i regionen.

n Overveje at styrke mulighederne for initiativer på lokalt niveau.
n Skabe strategier for og forbindelse mellem lokalproduktion og lokale markeder.
n Bioraffinering	kan	bidrage	til	at	skabe	merværdi	fra	biomasse.
n Opmuntre til samarbejde mellem industri, uddannelses- og forskningsinstitutioner på 

alle niveauer i livscyklus for at bidrage til øget relevans af forskning og uddannelse for industrien 
og dermed booste attraktiviteten i bioøkonomi-relaterede jobs og uddannelser.

n Adressere miljøudfordringer indenfor akvakultur for at sikre bæredygtige aktiviteter og 
undgå	konflikter	med	lokalbefolkningen.

n Konstruktion af træhuse er i hurtig udvikling i skovrige regioner i Rusland. Det kan 
bidrage til jobskabning, til bedre utnyttelse af lokale ressourcer og til bedre boliger. Den øgede 
efterspørgsel efter trækonstruktioner kan overføres til investeringer i mere bæredygtig skovfor-
valtning og udvikling af skovveje.

n Udvikling	af	en	offentlig	politik	som	skaber	aktiviteter	og	som	har	målrettet	offentlig	
støtte for lokale fornybare energi ressourcer over fossile ressourcer kan bidrage til at udvikle 
resiliente energisystemer i udkantkommuner.

n Samarbejde og udviklingspotentiale i området mellem lokal mad, rekreation og natur-
baseret turisme kan undersøges yderligere.   

Studiet,	som	er	finansieret	af	Nordisk	Ministerråd,	2018-2019,	”Kicking	off	the	Bioeconomy	in	
the	North”,	baserer	sig	på	tidligere	erfaringer	fra	et	andet	studie	finansieret	af	Nordisk	Minister-
råd	i	2018	”Forest	and	Wastebased	Bioeconomy	in	the	Arkhangelsk	region”.	
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According to the Constitution of the Russian 
Federation, the Federal Assembly (the Russian 
parliament) is the representative and legislative 
body of the country. It consists of two chambers: 
the Council of the Federation and the State Duma. 
The Council of the Federation includes two repre-
sentatives from each subject of the Russian Fed-
eration, one each from the legislative and execu-
tive bodies of the state authority. The State Duma 
presently consists of 450 deputies (The Constitu-
tion of the Russian Federation, 2001).

In terms of the administrative structure of the 
Russian Federation, there are 85 regional adminis-
trative units, often referred to as federal subjects, 
with	different	political	and	juridical	statuses.	These	
comprise 22 republics, 1 autonomous oblast (or re-
gion), 46 oblasts and 9 krays (or industrial regions) 
(oblasts and krays are often simply referred to as 
regions), along with four autonomous okrugs (or 
districts)	 and	 three	 cities	 of	 federal	 significance.	
All these areas are further divided into adminis-
trative districts such as rayons (administrative 
and municipal units), towns, urban settlements 
and villages (Barentsinfo, 2019; OECD, 2016). 
Since 2000, these federal subjects of the Russian 
Federation have been combined into eight federal 
districts: Central, North-western, Southern, North 
Caucasian, Volga, Ural, Siberian and Far Eastern. 
The Russian Constitution did not originally envis-
age these districts; instead, Federal Government 
agencies created them for the convenience of gov-
erning and operation.

Republics, unlike territories and regions, are 
ethnicity-based states, each having its own consti-
tution, government and parliament. Oblasts (e.g. 
Murmansk oblast) have a regional government, 
led by a governor, and a separate parliament (the 
Regional Duma) that perform local-level legisla-
tive functions, mostly for localising federal laws. 
Although it may appear as if republics have more 
political and economic autonomy than oblasts, 

in	practice,	 there	 is	 little	difference	(Barentsinfo,	
2019). The governors are nominated by the political 
parties and elected by the citizens of Russia (RIA 
News, 2018b).

The Russian Federation is a centralised state 
with its administrative, economic and political re-
sources mainly concentrated in Moscow. Among 
the responsibilities of the federal subjects are 
the adoption and amendment of the constitu-
tion (charter), laws and other legal acts, as well as 
control over their compliance; the establishment 
of the administrative-territorial structure; and 
determination of the system of state bodies in 
accordance with the fundamentals of the consti-
tutional system of the Russian Federation. These 
responsibilities also include the general principles 
of the organisation of legislative (representative) 
and executive bodies of state power established 
by federal law; the organisation and development 
of local governments; and the development of pol-
icies and programmes supporting the state, eco-
nomic, environmental and social development of 
the subjects of the Federation. Other issues in the 
joint jurisdiction of the state and federal subjects 
are those of the ownership, use and disposal of 
land, mineral, water and other natural resources, 
administrative, labour, family, housing and forestry 
legislation and environmental protection.

According to the federal law on the principles 
of the organisation of local self-government in 
Russia (adopted in 2013 and amended in 2019), 
local governments are responsible for issues of lo-
cal importance such as the organisation of sanita-
tion and the heating, electricity and water supply, 
strategic planning, approval and implementation 
of	municipal	programs	in	the	field	of	energy	effi-
ciency, the organisation of energy checks in multi-
storey apartment buildings, the development and 
approval of programs for the municipal, transport 
and social infrastructure of settlements and urban 
districts,	the	provision	of	public	services	(library,	fire	

2. Administration and  
 governance in the Russian 
 Federation
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brigade, etc.) and organisation of pre-school, basic 
and secondary education. Local governments ap-
prove the local budget and may set, amend and 
abolish local taxes and fees in accordance with the 
legislation of the Russian Federation (Federal Law 
131-FZ, 2003; RG, 2003).

As	a	rule,	municipalities	are	struggling	to	fulfil	
these duties because of low tax revenues. Conse-
quently, the quality and availability of social ser-
vices in the municipalities is generally poor. The 
municipalities may use property taxes to increase 
revenues, sell land located within the municipal 
boundaries	to	private	investors	and	influence	the	
use of land through municipal planning. The mu-
nicipalities are, however, dependent on the state 
and local enterprises. This puts enterprises in a 
special position. Businesses often take upon them-
selves the provision of municipal services and the 
burden of taking care of local communities, e.g. 
through maintaining infrastructure, sponsoring 
the construction of school buildings and shopping 
centres,	 providing	 heating	 for	 flats	 in	 the	 locality	
and	operating	the	fire	brigade	and	water	and	sew-
age. In turn, they often receive compensation in 
the form of, for example, tax deductions. The so-
called ‘social responsibility’ of enterprises for the 
surrounding communities, as promoted by Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin, refers to “…a better-managed 
transition to a market economy with a willingness 
on the part of companies to participate in devel-
oping the Russian economy and social system in 
co-operation	with	 the	 government”	 (Kortelainen	
and Nystén-Haarala, 2016: 186).

Taxation in the Russian Federation
The tax code of the Russian Federation establishes 
three levels of the tax system: federal, federal 
subjects (regional) and local. Taxes collected at 
the federal level have the same tax rates. These 
include personal and corporate income taxes, value-
added tax, excise taxes, water taxes, taxes on the 
extraction of minerals and state duties (Nalog, 
2019).

The Tax Code of the Russian Federation at the 
federal level also approves regional-level taxes. Re-
gional authorities have the opportunity to change 
taxation conditions within the limits adopted by 
the Tax Code. For example, regions can set any tax 
rate, as long as it is not higher than the amount 
prescribed in the Tax Code. Regional taxes include 
transport, gambling businesses and organisation-
al property taxes. Regional authorities can also 

introduce special tax regimes and make their own 
changes to these, but again, only in accordance 
with the provisions of the Tax Code of the Russian 
Federation (Nalog, 2019). Most of the subjects of 
the Russian Federation are subsidised, as the bud-
get-forming types of taxes are concentrated in 
the federal budget, whereas hard-to-collect taxes, 
such as property taxes, remain in the regions (Bo-
latayeva et al., 2017). While the law prescribes a 
minimum level of revenues to remain at the local 
level, there is presently no law regulating how the 
state should redistribute revenues to level any eco-
nomic	 differences	 between	 regions	 (Kortelainen	
and Nystén-Haarala, 2016).

The representative bodies of municipal forma-
tions establish (and enforce and terminate) the 
regulatory legal acts of local taxes. The represen-
tative bodies of municipalities determine the tax 
rates, as well as the procedures and deadlines for 
tax payments, and can establish tax incentives, 
grounds and procedures for their application. The 
Tax Code of the Russian Federation determines 
other elements of taxation for local taxes and tax-
payers. Local taxes and fees include:

n a land tax (for organisations and individual 
landowners)
n a personal property tax (for individual property 
owners)
n	 a	trading	fee	(paid	by	firms	and	entrepreneurs	
for conducting commercial activities for which a 
fee is established on the movable or immovable 
property objects designated for this purpose).

2.1  Forest management – institutional 
organisation
Forests are owned by the Russian Federation. 
However, federal forest legislation has changed 
several times over the last 20 years, transferring 
the responsibilities for forest management be-
tween	 different	 levels	 of	 governance.	 At	 the	 be-
ginning of the 1990s, forest management was de-
centralised and handed over to local government 
authorities, while in 1997, the management func-
tions relating to forest land were transferred to a 
higher governance level (the government authori-
ties of the 83 federal subjects), leaving the legisla-
tive and supervisory functions to the Federal Gov-
ernment authority. In 2004, Federal Law No. 122 
centralised forest management and transferred 
forest management functions to federal executive 
bodies (FAO, 2012).
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Finally, in 2006, the Forest Code was adopted, 
which is still valid today, and which once again de-
centralised forest management and transferred 
state supervisory functions related to forest land 
to government authorities of the subjects of the 
Russian Federation (FAO, 2012). At the same time, 
the Forest Code of 2006 gave the state the power 
to decide on the revenues from forestry to some 
extent (Nysten-Haarala and Kotilainen, 2016). This 
was the calculation of a payment for the provision 
of forest land for timber harvesting under a lease 
agreement	based	on	a	minimum	price	defined	at	
the	 federal	 level,	multiplied	 by	 a	 regional	 coeffi-
cient	defined	by	leaseholders	and	businesses	(Res-
olution 310, 2007).

Nevertheless, forest management in Russia 
has been criticised for the unstable position of the 
federal executive body responsible for forest rela-
tions. From 2000 to 2012, the position of the Fed-
eral Forestry Agency changed four times between 
different	ministries.	Since	May	2012,	 the	Federal	
Forestry Agency has reported to the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Ecology (ibid.). Currently, 
the Federal Forestry Agency is responsible for: 1) 
forest relations (control and supervision); 2) ren-
dering public services; and 3) management of 
state assets in the area of forest relations. The 
Federal Forestry Agency does not have represen-
tation in the federal districts (ibid.)

At the regional level, forestry departments in 
the eight federal districts and the 83 federal sub-
jects of the Russian Federation implement federal 
interests in the area of forest relations. The gov-
ernment authorities in the forestry departments 
are responsible for: 1) the elaboration and valida-
tion of forest plans and legal forestry regulations; 
and 2) the lease and concession of forest parcels, 
conclusion of contracts for purchase and sale of 
wood stock and organisation and carrying out of 
wood auctions. They are also responsible for: 3) 
the organisation of management, conservation, 
protection and regeneration of forests; and 4) 
the implementation of federal forest supervision, 
etc. In practice, forestry districts (lesnichestva) 
implement these plenary powers (ibid.). Figure 1 
illustrates the institutional organisation of state 
forest management at the subject level in the Rus-
sian Federation.

Private businesses perform forest manage-
ment in accordance with lease contracts, with the 
rights to conclude a forest parcel and contracts 
for the purchase, lease and sale of wood stands 
acquired by legal and natural persons through 
wood auctions. Priority investment projects aimed 
at innovative development of the forest sector 
fall under an exception and are subject to selec-
tion and validation through a tendering procedure 
(FAO, 2012) (see Section 3.4.1).

Figure 1. Institutional organisation of forest management in the Russian Federation. Source: FAO, 2012.
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Voluntary certification schemes
Forestry industries in Russia increasingly recognise 
the	 business	 benefits	 of	 voluntary	 certification	
schemes, such as the Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC), as a means to increase their opportunities 
and competitive advantage in international mar-
kets. Moreover, some forestry enterprises consider 
voluntary	 FSC	 certification	 more	 successful	 in	
regulating forestry than national forest legislation 
(Pappila, 2016). In April 2019, there were 29 holders 
of FSC Chain of Custody (CoC)1	certificates	in	the	
Republic of Karelia, 15 combined FM2/COC	certifi-
cate	holders	and	one	holder	of	a	CW/FM	certifi-
cate.3	There	are	currently	no	PEFC-certified	forest	
owners in the Republic of Karelia.

Besides fostering sustainable forest manage-
ment practices and making a positive contribution 
to	 biodiversity	 conservation	 objectives,	 certifica-
tion schemes play an important role in catalysing 
bio and circular economy thinking among enter-
prises, as the FSC incentivises the reuse, recycling 
and upcycling of forest waste products. As long as 
the	certification	applies	to	the	entire	value	chain,	
companies have a greater incentive to utilise 
waste	products,	as	FSC	certification	will	provide	a	
higher market value; this creates better incentives 
for companies to invest in secondary production, 
such as pellet plants.

As elsewhere, the high costs for small forest 
users and companies to prepare and conduct au-
dits and meet extended social and environmental 
requirements in some particular cases are among 
the main limiting factors for companies certifying 
their operations and products.
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This section provides an overview of the available 
biological resources in the Republic of Karelia and 
describes their current use and potential for further 
utilisation, as well as current disincentives and hin-
dering factors, which can bring useful insights on 
what needs to be improved. The focus of this sec-
tion is on forest and marine biological resources.

3.1  The Republic of Karelia – key facts 
and figures
The Republic of Karelia is one of the federal sub-
jects in Russia and part of the Northwest Federal 
District. It covers a territory of 180,500 km2, of 
which, forests account for 85%, and has a 723 km 

border with Finland to the west. The main bodies 
of water in the Republic of Karelia are the White 
Sea, with 630 km of shoreline to the northeast, 
and Lake Onega and Lake Ladoga (shared with 
neighbouring regions) to the south. Map 2 illus-
trates the location of the Republic of Karelia and 
Petrozavodsk, its administrative centre.

In terms of demography, the population of the 
Republic of Karelia declined by about 16% from 
2000 to 2018. In 2017, the net migration rate was 
–2,463 persons. In Karelia, urban dwellers consti-
tute about 80% of the population (2016) (Rosstat, 
2018). About 27% of the population in the Republic 
of Karelia possess higher education, 54% have a 

3. The bioeconomy in the  
 Republic of Karelia

Map 2. The location of the Republic of Karelia, its administrative centre, Petrozavodsk, and several companies 
involved in bioeconomy activities
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Table 1. Key facts and figures – Republic of Karelia and the Russian Federation

Republic of Karelia Russian Federation

Population: 622,484 (2018)
Area: 180,500 km2

Density: 3.5 persons/km2
Administrative centre: City of Petrozavodsk 
(263,540)
Average annual number of employed, thousand 
persons: 290 (2017)
Average per capita money income (monthly), 
roubles: 25,900
Average per capita money expenditures 
(monthly), roubles: 24,675
Accrued average monthly nominal wages of 
employees, roubles: 32,591
Gross regional product (at current prices), bln. 
roubles: 211

Regional strengths: Forest products, mining 
(iron ore and natural stones), agri-business 
(fisheries	and	fish	processing),	tourism

Population: 146.8 million persons (2017)
Area: 17.1 million km2
Density: 8.6 persons/km2

Average annual number of employed), thousand 
persons: 68,389 (2017)
Average per capita money income (monthly), roubles: 
30,738
Average per capita money expenditures (monthly), 
roubles: 30,497
Accrued average monthly nominal wages of 
employees, roubles: 36,746
Gross regional product (at current prices), bln. roubles: 
64,997

Source: (Kareliastat, 2019; Rosstat, 2017, 2018)

professional/vocational education, approximately 
14% have a secondary education and about 4% 
have a basic general education (Rosstat, 2018).

Karelia’s economy relies on nature and re-
source-based industries, with prospects for the 
development of a bioeconomy determined by the 
favourable agri-climatic conditions there. Timber, 
woodworking, pulp and paper industries and fer-
rous metallurgy are the main industrial sectors 
(The Republic of Karelia, 2014). According to the 

Guide to Investment: Republic of Karelia (PwC, 
2014), the competitive advantage of the Republic of 
Karelia lies within the forest products and mining 
industries, as well as its advantageous geographi-
cal location at the border with the EU, which po-
tentially provides access to both the Russian and 
EU markets and acts as a logistics hub. Particularly 
good opportunities for development are also found 
within	 the	 tourism	 and	 recreation,	 food,	 fisheries	
and biotechnologies industries (PwC, 2014).
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The Republic of Karelia accounts for about 65–
70% of all trout farmed in Russia, 26% of iron ore 
pellet production, 20% of paper and 12% of wood 
pulp	and	 cellulose	made	of	 other	 fibre	materials	
(The Republic of Karelia, 2014). In 2014, exports 
from the Republic of Karelia accounted for more 
than 50% of its total production; over 95% of com-
mercial cellulose and 84% of newsprint produced 
were exported (The Republic of Karelia, 2014).

Figure	2	depicts	the	value-added	of	different	
sectors in the economy of the Republic of Karelia 
in 2013. As shown, in 2013, the agriculture, hunt-
ing and forestry sector accounted for about 4% of 
the	total	gross	regional	product	(GRP),	with	fishing	
and aquaculture accounting for another 1.3%. By 
the	 end	 of	 2016,	 the	 corresponding	 figures	were	
4.2% and 2.1%, respectively (Kareliainvest, 2018). 
In 2018, the primary industries (agriculture, forestry; 
fisheries,	fish	farming)	provided	jobs	to	some	3.6%	
of the total employed (Kareliastat, 2019).

3.1.1  Local energy system
Local energy sources in the Republic of Karelia 
include peat and wood wastes. Lacking its own 
hydrocarbon reserves, municipal heating in larger 
towns is mainly by natural gas, while boiler houses 
in the smaller settlements use coal, fuel oil, diesel 
oil and, in some cases, wood wastes4.

4  Read more about bioenergy production in Section 3.2.5.

According to an interview with the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Environment of the Repub-
lic	of	Karelia,	local	fuels	(mainly	firewood)	provide	
about 11.2% of the heating needs of residential and 
public buildings in the Republic of Karelia (2017). 
If	the	consumption	of	firewood	for	furnace	heat-
ing by the local population is included in the esti-
mations, then the share of this local fuel rises to 
nearly 24%. The harvesting and utilisation of peat 
for heating currently takes place in the Pryazhinsky 
district.

Building new and reconstructing existing boiler 
houses, as well as upgrading the region’s power 
supply network, are among the more important 
priorities of the regional authorities. Setting up 
wood-fired	 boiler	 houses	 was	 supported	 in	 the	
framework of a Programme for the Long-Term 
Development of the Electric Power Industry in the 
Republic of Karelia until 2018 (PwC 2014). How-
ever, the modernisation of boiler houses is ex-
pensive and moving slowly, as there are no direct 
subsidies available for refurbishment projects. 
Moreover, the modernisation and reconstruction of 
heat networks is required in most cases, which is an 
additional investment cost (Lesprominform, 2014).

The government of the Republic of Karelia 
actively promotes further development of the 
supply infrastructure for natural gas heating in 
its municipal districts under the Gas Supply and 
Gasification	Master	Plan	for	Karelia	developed	by	
OAO Gazprom Promgaz. This plan envisages the 
supply of natural gas to several municipal districts 

Figure 2. Breakdown of Karelia’s economy in 2013 as a share of GRP, %. Source: PwC 2014.
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through the construction of pipelines. At this point, 
about 1,430 individual houses and apartment 
blocks and more than 10 boiler houses in Petro-
zavodsk, as well as the Kondopozhsky and Prios-
nezhsky	districts,	have	been	gasified	(PwC	2014).	
However, further development of the supply infra-
structure for natural gas heating in the Republic of 
Karelia	is	believed	to	have	a	negative	influence	on	
the popularisation of alternative energy sources, 
including bioenergy, because of its low cost to us-
ers compared with other energy sources (from an 
interview with regional authorities).

3.2  Forest-based bioeconomy
As of 2014, forests in the republic covered some 
149,000 km2, of which, the commercial forest fund 
accounted for 114,000 km2 (PwC, 2014; The Min-
istry of Natural Resources and Ecology of the Re-
public of Karelia, 2019). Approximately 95,000 km2 
of forest plots in the republic were leased out for 
timber-harvesting purposes in 2014 (PwC, 2014). 
Coniferous species account for almost 90% of the 
forest resources (60% pine, 30% spruce, 10% birch 
and aspen).

According to the actors interviewed, the cur-
rent state of the forest resources in the Republic 
of Karelia is characterised by a deterioration in the 
age structure of stands, with an increasing share 
of young and middle-aged stands, and a decreas-
ing share of stands suitable for logging. There is 
also change and deterioration in the composition 
of species and a deterioration in the commodity 
structures. There are six forest nurseries in the 
Republic of Karelia with a total area of about 113 
ha (interview with a research actor).

3.2.1  Forest management
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology of 
the Republic of Karelia is the authority responsible 
for forest management and the analysis and devel-
opment of the timber industry complex, forest use 
and reforestation and forest protection, ensuring 
compliance with the forest legislation and envi-
ronmental supervision (interview with research 
actors).

The demand for raw materials from forests 
has increased by a third over the past 5 years in 
the	Republic	of	Karelia.	Ensuring	a	sufficient	sup-
ply of raw materials to the forestry industries 
formed the basis for the development of the 
Strategy for the Development of the Forest Indus-
try Complex of the Republic of Karelia Until 2030, 

which was approved by the head of the Republic 
of Karelia in April 2019. This strategy promotes 
the	improvement	of	forest	legislation,	intensifica-
tion of forest use, development of the forest road 
network,	renewal	of	fixed	assets	of	enterprises,	in-
creasing wages of the forestry industries employ-
ees, increased domestic processing and utilisation 
of round timber, as well as the increased utilisation 
of wood-based residues and low-value raw mate-
rial (The Republic of Karelia, 2019b).

Increasing the volume of thinning activities 
and adopting an intensive forest management 
and reproduction model are among the measures 
outlined in the strategy that aim to increase the 
supply of raw materials. In Scandinavia, harvesting 
volumes per hectare of forest are currently some 
5–6 times higher than that in the Republic of Kare-
lia, which is partly achieved through more intensive 
thinning (The Republic of Karelia, 2019b).

Today, the restoration of about 63% of all 
logging in the Republic of Karelia is by means of 
natural reforestation, mainly by applying the so-
called natural overgrowth method. Applying the 
intensive forest management and reproduction 
model proposed in the strategy would allow an 
increase in the utilisation of middle-aged stands 
for economic activities and increase the frequency 
of harvesting activities, resulting in an increased 
volume of timber removal from the forest of up to 
1–2 million m3 per year. Among the challenges for 
the transition to a new forest management model 
is	that	 it	will	 require	applying	a	different	 logging	
technology and purchasing new technical equip-
ment for which no extra funding has been envis-
aged (The Republic of Karelia, 2019b).

3.2.2  Forestry industry
The forestry industry is among the leading sectors 
in Karelia’s economy. According to interviews with 
the research actors and a representative from the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology of the 
Republic of Karelia, the timber industry complex 
currently accounts for about 30% of the total out-
put of the industrial sector and provides employ-
ment to some 12,600 people (2018). In 2017, ap-
proximately 6.4 million m3 of raw timber, 854,000 
m3 of sawn timber, 369,000 m3 of oriented strand 
boards (OSB) and chipboard and 931,000 tons of 
paper were produced in the Republic of Karelia 
(data obtained from the research actors). Figure 
3	 (next	page)	provides	 the	corresponding	 figures	
from previous years (PwC 2014).
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Currently, the forestry industry in the Republic 
of Karelia comprises 408 organisations, of which, 
eight are large timber mills (interview with the 
research actors). Box 1 lists the largest pulp and 
paper industries in the republic.

Presently, it is estimated that there are about 
550,000 tons of timber industry waste produced 
in the Republic of Karelia annually, of which, bark 
waste is almost entirely utilised by the enterprises 
for heating, whereas the utilisation of sawdust 
that has accumulated over time remains a chal-
lenge (The Republic of Karelia, 2018). There are 
some 670,000–1,000,000 m3 of logging residues 
produced in Karelia annually. As it stands, there is 
no removal of these logging residues from the for-
est and they are not included in production activity 
because of their poor economic potential (inter-
view with regional authorities).

There are currently two enterprises in the 
Republic of Karelia, namely the ‘Russian Wood 
Alliance’ and ‘Setles’, producing pellets and fuel 
briquettes, of which ,about 80–90% of produc-
tion is for export. In addition, the ‘Solomensky 
Lesozavod Timber Mill’ is planning to commence 
a fuel briquette production line in 2019 (inter-
view with the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment of the Republic of Karelia). Pel-
lets are currently in low demand on the domes-

tic market because of the relatively high prices. 
In recent years, there has been a strong focus on 
supporting both the increased processing of for-
est resources in the republic and the technologi-
cal modernisation of the forest industry complex 
(interviews with regional authorities and re-
search representatives). Support for this has been 

Figure 3. Production of forest industry products in the Republic of Karelia. Source: PwC 2014.

BOX 1. Key forestry industries 
(pulp and paper producers)  
in the Republic of Karelia

Segezha Pulp and Paper Mill. This mill pro-
duces wrapping paper, sack paper and paper 
bags. The products are sold in Russia, the 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) 
and abroad.

Kondopoga. This pulp and paper mill is one  
of the largest newsprint producers in  
Russia and Europe. It provides employment 
for nearly 3,500 people.

Pitkäranta Pulp Mill. This mill produces  
market pulp and wood-chemical products 
and exports to the CIS, the EU, Southeast 
Asia, Africa and South America (PwC 2014).
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through the framework of the so-called ‘priority 
investment projects’5, large-scale activities fund-
ed from the budget of the Republic of Karelia that 
aim to have a considerable impact on the socio-
economic development of the region.

Currently, six priority investment projects in the 
field	of	forestry	industries	are	being	implemented	
in Karelia. These projects aim at modernising the 
infrastructure	that	will	improve	energy	efficiency,	
enable an increase in production volume and the 
processing of wood wastes and create new jobs 
at the companies concerned, namely the ‘Kalevala 
Woodworking Plant’, ‘FinTek’, ‘Kostomuksha Con-
struction Company’, ‘Setles’, the ‘Russian Wood 
Alliance’ and ‘Segezha Pulp and Paper Mill’.

Among the examples of already realised pri-
ority	investment	projects	is	the	first	stage	of	the	
modernisation of the ‘Segezha Pulp and Paper 
Mill’. A new papermaking machine was purchased 
in	2017,	and	a	new	biomass-fired	boiler	plant	for	
steam production used for the technological pro-
cesses of the plant was put into operation in 2018. 

5  The basis for inclusion of a project in the list of priority 
investment projects is the decision of the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade of Russia and the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment of the Republic of Karelia (Kareliainvest, 2019b; 
What Wood, 2019). The investment project should also comply 
with a set of criteria (see Box 3 in Section 3.4.2).

New equipment allows the mill to use wood wastes 
and sewage sludge as fuel, and has the capacity 
to produce some 120 tons of steam per hour. The 
modernisation of the mill is expected to continue 
in 2019 as a second-stage investment project 
(Kareliainvest, 2019a).

The construction of a new large-scale wood 
processing facility at the ‘Kalevala Woodworking 
Plant’ was initiated in the Republic of Karelia in 
2013. This plant produces the OSB used in low-rise 
housing construction. Increasing the production 
capacity of the plant is considered a second stage 
of the investment project in the future.

3.2.3  Construction of wooden houses
The construction of wooden houses is gaining pop-
ularity in the Republic of Karelia and in Russia as a 
whole, primarily triggered by its low cost and the 
high demand for new housing, given the poor qual-
ity of the existing housing stock. The main chal-
lenge for housing construction in Karelia today is 
to	secure	the	flawless	process	of	emergency	hous-
ing resettlement, which started in 2014. In 2018, 
in the framework of the resettlement programme, 
more than 8,300 residents of Karelia received new 
apartments. The new program, approved on 28 
March 2019, predicts the resettlement of more 
than 9,000 people until 2025 (The Republic of Ka-

Wood in construction is an old tradition in the Northwest Russia. Source: Pixabay.
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relia, 2019a). One of the local companies is plan-
ning to build wooden framed houses to be used for 
the resettlement program at a reasonable cost, 
which is possible because of the large volume of 
required construction and the use of the locally 
produced materials (The Republic, 2019).

The ‘Russian Wood Alliance’ is among the larg-
est companies in Karelia producing houses from 
rounded logs. Another producer in the market for 
wooden houses is ‘Karelsky Sukharnik’, which has 
been manufacturing wooden houses from polar 
pine, including wooden windows, doors and planed 
boards, since 2010. This company specialises in us-
ing dry (so-called ‘dead‘) trees for construction, 
which is an accepted practice in Russia and Fin-
land, but not in other countries such as Sweden. 
The company focuses on supplying wooden houses 
to the domestic market. Elsewhere, the Karelian 
Business Centre promotes development and in-
vestment in the production of wood-polymer 
composites,	 mechano-chemically	 modified	 wood	
and	powder	fillers	for	the	3D	printing	of	houses	in	
the Republic of Karelia (interview with the Karelian 
Business Centre).

3.2.4  The use of other biological resources  
from forests
Wild berries and mushrooms are among the bio-
logical resources from forests that have the poten-
tial to be utilised in an emerging bioeconomy in the 
Republic of Karelia. Natural production is about 
62,000 tons of wild berries per year, of which, only 
about 15% is currently harvested, along with some 
70,000 tons of mushrooms, of which, less than 
10% is used in commercial activities (interview 
with a regional authority). ‘Zagotprom’ is a manu-
facturing company involved in the gathering and 
cleaning of wild berries (cloudberries, blueberries, 
lingonberries and cranberries) and mushrooms in 
the Republic of Karelia. The products are supplied 
to manufacturers of berry extracts, liqueurs, jams 
and preserves, both domestically and internation-
ally (e.g. China, Japan, Finland, Sweden). Among 
the more well-known buyers are Valio and Polarica.

In 2014, ‘Zagotprom’ received a grant from the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment to build a plant for the advanced processing 
of berries into extracts. In 2018, the regional gov-
ernment of the Republic of Karelia allocated a land 
plot of 3.5 ha for the construction of the plant in 
the Territory of Advanced Socio-economic Devel-
opment (TAD) in Kondopoga without public ten-

der. As an industry located in a TAD, the company 
will gain a number of additional economic bene-
fits,	including,	for	example,	company	tax	rates	ap-
proximately four times lower for the next 10 years 
(read more about TADs in Section 3.4.1). The plant 
is expected to be ready in 2021 (interview with the 
owner of the company).

3.2.5  Bioenergy production from forest-based 
residues
In 2014, there were nine boiler houses with a ca-
pacity	up	to	3.5	megawatts	(MW)	each	fired	with	
woodchips	 and	 firewood	 in	 the	 Prionezhsky	 and	
Pryazha districts (Lesprominform, 2014). Among 
the barriers for bioenergy production in the Re-
public of Karelia today is the lack of a steady sup-
ply of woodchips and their relatively high price for 
domestic consumers. This can be explained by the 
fact that large forestry companies such as the 
‘Segezha Group’ and ‘Karellesprom’ use wood-
based residues for their own heating purposes 
or	sell	these	abroad	given	the	higher	price	offers	
(Lesprominform, 2014; interview with Karelian 
Centre	for	Energy	Efficiency).

3.3  Marine-based bioeconomy
3.3.1  Fisheries and aquaculture
The	fisheries	sector	 in	the	Republic	of	Karelia	 in-
cludes	 sea	 and	 oceanic	 fishing,	 freshwater	 fish-
ing and freshwater aquaculture. In 2014, Karelia’s 
fisheries	sector	included	241	businesses,	of	which,	
46	were	 involved	 in	 sea	and	oceanic	 fishing.	Sea	
and	oceanic	fishing	take	place	in	the	fishing	zone	
of Russia in the Barents Sea, in a 200-nautical 
mile zone of international waters, as well as in 
open areas of the north-eastern Atlantic Ocean. 
The	total	catch	of	fish	from	the	sea	and	ocean	in	
the Republic of Karelia amounts to some 30,000 
tons per year.

Although the farming of rainbow trout com-
menced in the Republic of Karelia in the 1980s 
(Sterligova et al., 2008), it has only become a 
profitable	economic	activity	 in	recent	years	(AIF	
Karelia, 2017b). Fish farming takes place mainly 
in	deep	freshwater	reservoirs,	with	fish	farming	
activities	 in	 the	White	Sea	 currently	 confined	 to	
pilot projects.

Nonetheless, aquaculture is one of the fastest 
developing economic sectors in the Republic of the 
Karelia given the favourable natural and climatic 
conditions and closeness to markets, as well as 
the economic sanctions that have triggered the 
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implementation of a policy for import substitution 
(AIF Karelia, 2017b). Production has almost dou-
bled since 2010, attaining 27,000 tons by 2018 (see 
Table 2). Today, the Republic of Karelia produces 
three-quarters of all trout farmed in Russia (Rus-
sia Beyond, 2016).

There are long-term plans in the Republic of 
Karelia	to	increase	commercial	fish	farming	further,	
backed	by	significant	support	at	the	regional	and	
federal	levels.	Biologists	and	fisheries	experts	(e.g.	
the Trout Farmer Society of Karelia) have set the 
upper	limit	to	the	growth	of	fish	farming	activities	
in fresh waters of the Republic of Karelia to 30–
35,000 tons per year (AIF Karelia, 2017b; Dzjubuk 
and Ryzhkov, 2014; Karelinform, 2018b). Above 
these	production	volumes,	fish	farming	is	expected	
to have severe consequences on the environment.

Fish	farming	in	the	White	Sea	offers	addition-
al opportunities for the expansion of activities. In 
2017,	 a	 fish	 farming	 company	 called	 ‘Siedleckie’	
tested	commercial	fish	farming	in	the	White	Sea	
to	estimate	the	potential	benefits	and	risks	(inter-
view	with	a	fishing	enterprise).

added	products	and	increase	the	utilisation	of	fish	
wastes and residues:
n	A	fish	processing	plant	in	Kondopoga	district	by	
‘Fish Trading Network’ with maximum production 
capacity reaching 50 tons products per day. The 
enterprise	will	produce	cod	and	haddock	fillets	and	
salted	and	dried	 cod.	Fish	 flour	will	 be	produced	
from	fish	residues.	According	to	the	initiators	of	the	
project,	the	plant	will	become	one	of	the	largest	fish	
processing enterprises in Northwest Russia (inter-
view	with	a	fisheries	expert).
n	The construction of a plant for the deep pro-
cessing	of	fish	and	fish	residues	by	‘The	Parabola	
Group’ in the city of Petrozavodsk with a capacity 
of up to 3,000 tons per year, including 2,000 tons 
of	ocean	fish	species	and	up	to	1,000	tons	of	rain-
bow trout. Investment to total 300 million roubles 
(4.1 million euros).

The	 construction	 of	 a	 fish	 and	 algae	 processing	
plant in Belomorsk Rayon on the coast of the White 
Sea is planned in the future, and another smaller 
fish	processing	plant	has	recently	been	built	in	the	
Medvezhiegorsk area (Nevski News, 2018).

3.3.2  Utilisation of fish wastes
Approximately	 2,000	 tons	 of	 fish	 wastes	 are	
produced in the Republic of Karelia each year 
(Shcherbak and Tishkov, 2014). While the utiliza-
tion	of	fish	wastes	to	solve	the	problem	of	waste	
disposal	 and	 increase	 the	 value-added	 of	 fish	
products is not yet a common practice, it has re-
cently been given priority on the regional govern-
ment agenda. Among the more common ways 
of	currently	disposing	of	fish	wastes	are	 landfills	
(Shcherbak and Tishkov, 2014) and combustion 
(AIF Karelia, 2017b).

There are currently two large companies with 
the	 necessary	 facilities	 for	 fish	 waste	 process-
ing, namely ‘Fedorenko’ and ‘Kala ja marjapoya’, 
with the construction of two new facilities in the 
pipeline (see above). ‘Kala ja marjapoya’ has a 
processing	line	producing	veterinary	fish	oil,	while	
‘Fedorenko’s	 new	 modern	 plant	 processes	 fish	
wastes	 into	 fish	 flour	and	different	 types	of	 fat,	
including	medical	fat	(fish	oil	for	the	production	of	
vitamins and various additives), veterinary fat for 
animal feed and technical fat, which commenced 
in	2018	(AIF	Karelia,	2017a;	interview	with	fisheries	
experts). The plant has a capacity to utilise up to 
a	ton	of	fish	waste	per	hour.	The	regional	govern-
ment has provided investment support of 9 mil-

Table 2. Aquaculture production in the  
Republic of Karelia.  

Year Production (tons)

2000 1,160

2005 5,000

2010 14,500

2015 17,500

2017 23,000

2018 27,000

In	 2017,	 there	were	 58	 fish	 farms	 in	 the	 Re-
public of Karelia, mostly local companies. ‘Kala ja 
marjapoyat’, ‘Segezerskoye’, ‘Kala-Ranta’ and ’Fe-
dorenko’ were among the largest producers, with 
some	 15	 fish	 processing	 enterprises	with	 a	 total	
production	capacity	of	nearly	12,000	tons	of	fish	
products per year. The largest producer was ‘Fe-
dorenko’, with a production capacity of 5,000 tons 
of	fish	products	per	year.

Several large-scale investment projects are 
currently being implemented in the Republic of 
Karelia to stimulate the production of higher value-

Adopted from Sterligova and Ilmast (2018) and 
(Stolica Onego, 2019).



BOX 2. The AQUAREL project aimed 
to	analyse	the	potential	of	using	fish	
wastes from aquaculture activities in the 
Republic of Karelia for biofuel production 
or other purposes. analysis The project 
included research (e.g. and estimation of 
available	fish	wastes)	and	productivity	
and investment calculations, as well as 
testing of the equipment and piloting. 
One	of	the	companies	started	fish	waste	
processing in their own premises based 
on the project pilot phase results and 
findings	(Keep	Database,	2014a)
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lion roubles (123,000 euros) to ‘Fedorenko’ for the 
purchase of the equipment, which corresponds to 
about 30% of the equipment costs (Karelinform, 
2018a). The entrepreneur has stated that he will 
purchase	fish	wastes	from	other	companies	in	the	
Republic of Karelia (AIF Karelia, 2017a; interview 
with	fisheries	experts).

At the same time, from an economic viewpoint, 
the	 transport	 of	 fish	wastes	has	been	 identified	
as	 one	of	 the	main	 challenges	 for	 increased	 fish	
waste utilisation in Karelia in an interview with the 
research actors. The high costs of transportation 
are associated with a scattered location of aqua-
culture companies and additional requirements 
for	transportation,	as	fish	wastes	are	classified	as	
dangerous	 goods.	 The	 processing	 of	 fish	wastes	
appears to be economically feasible only if it takes 
place at a facility in close proximity to the aquacul-
ture	companies.	As	it	stands,	the	quantities	of	fish	
wastes produced by the companies were found to 
be	too	low	to	make	fish	waste	processing	profit-
able	for	single	firms.

A feasibility study on the potential of the uti-
lisation	 of	 fish	wastes	 in	 the	 Republic	 of	 Karelia	
was conducted by Shcherbak and Tishkov (2014) 
under the framework of the Karelia ENPI CBC 
AQUAREL project (see Box 2). The authors found 
that	the	production	of	fish	flour	and	fish	feed	from	
fish	wastes	has	the	highest	potential.	The	produc-
tion of biodiesel was found to be not economically 
feasible because of the high investment costs in 
the	technology	and	the	rather	low	volumes	of	fish	
wastes generated in the Republic of Karelia. Fur-
ther, while the production of biogas has potential, 
it is hindered by the low price of natural gas and 

the lack of both a modern waste management 
system and state support, as well as the relatively 
low environmental awareness of the population 
and companies (Shcherbak and Tishkov, 2014).

3.3.3  Future perspectives for fish farming
Increasing	 fish	 farming	 production	 capacity	 and	
the competitiveness of the industry are high on 
the agenda in the Republic of Karelia. At the same 
time, the dependency on foreign supplies and tech-
nical	limitations	have	been	identified	as	the	main	
challenges for the growth of the industry. Among 
the key challenges are the high cost of imported 
fish	 feed,	 the	 lack	 of	 a	 fish	 breeding	 centre,	 the	
absence	of	qualified	and	skilled	workers	and	poor	
infrastructure	development	(interview	with	fisher-
ies experts).

To address the aforementioned challenges, 
the	regional	government	identified	the	production	
of	domestic	feed	for	commercial	fish	farming,	the	
development	of	 its	own	fish-breeding	centre	and	
the	increased	processing	of	fish	residues	as	priori-
tised development areas.

The production line of domestic fish feed will 
gradually replace imports of feed from Finland, 
Denmark, France and Italy. The launch of a new 
plant, ‘Karelian Fish Factory Feed’, in 2017 is part 
of the solution. The company’s current production 
capacity	is	some	4,000	tons	of	fish	feed	per	year,	
with the aim of increasing this to 17,000 tons by 
2020, corresponding to approximately 40% of the 
fish	 feed	 needs	 in	 the	Republic	 of	Karelia	 (inter-
view	with	fishing	experts).	The	construction	of	the	
plant is supported in the framework of the Action 
Plan for the development of the aquaculture clus-
ter in the Republic of Karelia.

The construction of a fish-breeding centre will 
commence in 2019. This plant received a 900 million 
rouble (12.3 million euro) investment allocated by 
the Federal Agency for Fisheries under the frame-
work of the federal program ‘Development of the 
Fishery Complex’. This centre is expected to meet 
50% of the demand for breeding material in the 
Republic of Karelia (Stolica Onego, 2019).

According	to	the	fisheries	expert	interviewed,	
there is a great interest in developing closed sys-
tems for aquaculture production (e.g. recirculating 
aquaculture systems) in the Republic of Karelia. 
This could enable the cultivation of valuable ther-
mophilic	 fish	 species.	 However,	 in	 realising	 future	
plans for the expansion of aquaculture in the Re-
public of Karelia, it is important to ensure the en-
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vironmental sustainability of production. Conflicts 
with the local population regarding the environ-
mental aspects of production have already taken 
place. Earlier this year, about 200 residents of the 
Kondopoga	district	opposed	the	expansion	of	fish	
farming activities on Lake Sandal because of the 
perceived negative impact on the quality of water 
and the deterioration of the lake ecosystem. This 
is particularly because Lake Sandal is connected 
to Lake Nigozer, which serves as a drinking water 
reservoir for the town of Kondopoga (AIF Karelia, 
2019). According to Vladimir Labinov, the Minister 
of Agriculture and Fisheries of the Republic of Ka-
relia,	 conflicts	 with	 the	 local	 population	 emerge	
because of inadequate control and monitoring 
over the ecological status of the water bodies 
used	for	fish	farming.	One	of	the	reasons	for	this	
is a lack of mobile labs in the republic, which makes 
it impossible to examine the quality of water at 
trout farms directly (AIF Karelia, 2019).

3.4  Policy framework and state  
support for the bioeconomy
3.4.1  Federal-level support
Given the heavy reliance on imports of forest 
products and marine resources (FAO, 2012), and 
following the introduction of economic sanctions 
in 2014, the Federal Government has put a strong 
emphasis on strengthening local bioeconomy sec-
tors. This support has a dual objective: a decrease 
in imports and an increase in the export of high 
value-added products.

On the one hand, a so-called import substitu-
tion policy was introduced acting as an important 
driver for the development of a local bioeconomy, 
triggering	 significant	 investment	 in	 the	 develop-
ment of innovation potential along the whole 
value chain of aquaculture and forest-based in-
dustries and adding value locally. On the other 
hand, increased state support has been provided 
to export-oriented businesses producing high val-
ue-added products willing to enter international 
markets. Financial assistance has been provided 
for marketing and information support to small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs), business coach-
ing and training programs and the organisation 
of business missions and partnerships (interview 
with a regional authority representative). In the 
Republic	of	Karelia,	for	instance,	those	efforts	led	
to a 12.6% increase in the export of Karelian pro-
duction	in	the	first	quarter	of	2019	compared	with	
2018; in addition, exports of timber and pulp and 

paper products increased by 11.5% (Russian Ex-
port, 2019).

Customs policy pursued by the state also aims 
at stimulating the development of local process-
ing industries and producing higher value-added 
products.	This	policy	implies	that	protective	tariffs	
are applied to low-processed products (e.g. round 
wood), resulting in their higher taxation compared 
with higher value-added products (interview with 
a regional authority representative). In 2019, ex-
port duties for unprocessed timber increased from 
25% to 40% and were expected to increase fur-
ther, by up to 80% by 2021 (Customsonline, 2019).

The Russian government aims to stimulate 
the socio-economic development of certain areas 
throughout the entire country by creating so-called 
TADs under the framework of a Federal pro-
gramme that entered into force in 2014. Generally 
speaking, TADs provide favourable conditions for 
investors,	 including	 significant	 tax	 and	 customs	
privileges.

The Republic of Karelia has two TADs: Kon-
dopoga (established in 2017) and Nadvoitsy (es-
tablished in 2016). These territories have a prefer-
ential investment climate, including a reduced tax 
rate	on	profits	of	5%	instead	of	the	standard	tax	
rate of 20%, no land or property tax and lower em-
ployment taxes aimed at promoting external busi-
ness investments and improving socio-economic 
development. In the Kondopoga and Nadvoitsy 
TADs, a special legal regime for business activities 
was established to support business investment 
in wood processing and the manufacture of wood 
and cork products, excepting furniture, straw 
products and paper and cardboard products, 
among other areas (Kareliainvest, 2016b, 2016c).

Support to the forestry industry
A key political document supporting the devel-
opment of the forestry industry in Russia is the 
Strategy for Forest Industry Development in the 
Russian Federation until 2030 adopted in 2018. This 
strategy foresees the multifaceted utilization of 
forest resources and focuses on value-added wood 
processing industries. Among the highest priority 
areas outlined in the strategy are the construction 
of wooden houses and wood waste recycling into 
biofuels (The Russian Government, 2018c). How-
ever, there is currently no action plan.

Priority investment projects are important 
tools that have been used to stimulate the devel-
opment of certain industries and sectors in the 
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Russian Federation since 2007. Priority invest-
ment projects are subject to selection and valida-
tion through a tendering procedure. Until recently, 
priority investment projects in forest-based indus-
tries were considered to be those relating to the 
setting up and modernisation of wood-processing 
infrastructure (including bioenergy production) 
and forest infrastructure (forest roads, timber 
depots, etc.) to no less than 300 million roubles 
(4 million euros). Since the beginning of 2018, the 
priority investment projects in forest-based indus-
tries are considered those related to modernising 
forest infrastructure (including the processing of 
wood wastes and bioenergy production) with a 
minimum capital investment of at least 500 million 
roubles (6.8 million euros). They also include the set-
ting up of wood-processing and forest infrastruc-
tures (including the processing of wood wastes 
and bioenergy production) with a minimum capital 
investment of at least 750 million roubles (10 million 
euros) (The Russian Government, 2018b).

The construction of wooden houses
Supporting the construction of wooden houses is 
high on the agenda of the government, not least 
due to the generally poor quality of available 
housing. There are a number of political initiatives 
aimed at increasing the share of wood in construc-
tion and renovation, e.g. through the realisation 
of a national project ‘Available and Comfortable 
Housing for Russian Citizens’ and the Strategy 
for Developing the Building Materials Industry until 
2020 that aims to increase the output of prefabri-
cated wooden houses to 2.9 million m3. The govern-
ment also supports the development of the wood-
en housing market through facilitation of the lease 
of allotments of public land for low-rise wooden 
housing construction and the realisation of prior-
ity investment projects stimulating refabricated 
wooden housing construction by 2020 with an 
annual production output of 300,000–320,000 
houses (FAO, 2012). At the same time, the political 
initiatives aim at minimising imports as a means 
of reducing the penetration of foreign producers 
into the market (FAO, 2012).

Support to fisheries and aquaculture
Russia is in the midst of restructuring its seafood 
sector.	Significant	investment	support	is	available	
in	infrastructure	and	other	aspects	of	the	fisheries	
industries. The Strategy for the Development of the 
Russian Federation Fisheries Complex for the Pe-

riod until 2020	aims	at	transforming	the	fisheries	
industry from being centred on raw material ex-
ports to developing innovative higher value-added 
products and better value chains (Jóhannesson 
and Sigfusson, 2018).

To support the implementation of this strat-
egy, the government introduced an investment 
quota mechanism to enable priority to be given 
to those enterprises willing to invest in the pro-
cessing	of	fish	resources	either	on	the	coast	or	on	
fishing	vessels.	This	measure	aims	at	stimulating	
the	modernisation	of	a	relatively	old	fishing	vessel	
fleet	and	upgrading	fish	processing	technology	in	
exchange	for	an	 increase	 in	fishing	quotas	for	15	
years (Jóhannesson and Sigfusson, 2018).

In 2017, the Ministry of Agriculture approved 
the Strategy for the Development of Marine Ter-
minals until 2030. This strategy is most relevant 
for large harbour hubs such as Murmansk, where 
the problems addressed in the strategy are par-
ticularly acute. The strategy calls for attracting 
public and private investment in refurbishing and 
expanding fishing terminals, along with elimi-
nating the administrative barriers and lengthy 
processes	 associated	with	 the	 landing	 of	 fish	 at	
domestic	 fish	 terminals	 (including	 increasing	 the	
efficiency	of	veterinary	and	customs	procedures)	
and increasing the quality of services provided to 
fishing	vessels	in	ports.	These	measures	aim	to	at-
tract	more	fishing	companies	to	use	Russia’s	own	
fishing	 terminals	 to	 land	 their	 catch	 and	 repair	
their vessels, thereby boosting the national econo-
my	and	delivering	more	fish	to	Russian	consumers	
(Stupachenko, 2018a, 2018b; The Russian Govern-
ment, 2018a). However, while this strategy may 
contribute to the increased landing of catches at 
Russian	terminals,	it	may	not	be	effective	in	simu-
lating	the	supply	of	fish	to	the	domestic	market,	as	
the export of seafood remains more economically 
profitable	for	companies.

3.4.2  Regional-level support
According to an interview with the Corporation of 
Development of the Republic of Karelia, Karelia is 
one of the leading regions of Russia when it comes to 
the wide range and variety of state support meas-
ures available for businesses and investors. In 
most cases, priority is given to large-scale invest-
ment projects with investments exceeding 200 
million roubles (2,760,000 euros).

The program of the Republic of Karelia Devel-
opment of Agro-industrial Complex and Hunting 
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Economy of the Republic of Karelia until 2025 is 
the main mechanism for the development of the 
agro-industrial and fisheries complex. This pro-
gram envisages subsidies for the reimbursement 
of part of the costs of interest loans received in 
Russian	credit	 institutions	provided	to	fish	farm-
ers and the direct reimbursement of costs for 
the	construction	of	fish	feed	and	fish	processing	
plants	and	the	creation	of	a	fish-breeding	centre.	
The subsidies concern the purchase of feed, vet-
erinary equipment and young animals, as well as 
investment loans for up to 8 years for the con-
struction, reconstruction and modernisation of 
farms	for	the	implementation	of	commercial	fish	
farming. The subsidies from the regional budget 
for	 the	 purchasing	 of	 fish	 farming	 equipment	 in	
the form of reimbursements of up to 30% of the 
costs of equipment, including that for processing 
biological	waste	from	fish	farming,	are	considered	
important support measures and were used by the 
‘Fedorenko’ enterprise (page 20) (interview with a 
fisheries	expert).

Moreover, the Ministry of Economic Develop-
ment of the Republic of Karelia and the Corpo-
ration of Development of the Republic of Karelia 
drafted a regional law on the state support of 
biotechnological and food industries adopted in 
2017. The provides state support measures such as 
subsidies for the partial compensation of interest 
rates on loans, subsidies for the partial compen-
sation of equipment acquisition costs, preferen-
tial tax rates on property tax and preferential tax 
rates on income tax credited to the regional budg-
et. Under these measures, the income tax can fall 
from 20% to 13.5%.

Under the framework of this law, ‘The Concept 
for Creating a Biotechnological Cluster in the Re-
public of Karelia’ developed in 2017 has four main 
priority areas:

n	processing of wild plants and medicinal raw 
materials (e.g. production of wild berry extracts, 
artificial	cultivation	of	wild	mushrooms);
n	increased processing of aquatic bioresource 
(e.g. products from algae, functional food prod-
ucts, processing of wastes from aquaculture);
n	increased processing and utilisation of for-
est and wood industries’ wastes (e.g. processing 
of logging residues, tops and branches and birch 
round wood for energy and biopolymers produc-
tion);

n	recovery and reproduction of bioresource po-
tential (e.g. developing a breeding and genetic cen-
tre	for	fish	farming)	(interview	with	the	Corpora-
tion of Development of the Republic of Karelia).

Among the priority investment projects in the 
field	of	processing	of	wild	plants	that	are	currently	
in the implementation stage are the production of 
freeze-dried products based on berries, the pro-
duction of dry berry extracts with a high content 
of enthocyanins (implemented by ‘Zagotprom’) 
and the production of a natural cosmetics line (in-
terview with the Corporation of Development of 
the Republic of Karelia).

In addition to the targeted support measures 
presented above, the regional government may 

BOX 3. An investment project is recognised 
as a priority investment project of the  
Republic of Karelia if it complies with at 
least three of the following criteria:
n investments are made in the form of  
capital investments;
n new jobs are created;
n resource-saving technologies are intro-
duced;
n the investment project has high social 
significance;
n the investment project is implemented on 
the territory of a single-industry municipal-
ity or town (11 in the Republic of Karelia) 

and several other conditions, among others:
n the investment project is in line with the 
long-term economic development priorities 
of the Republic of Karelia;
n	 a	significant	volume	of	investments;
n the creation of new jobs, corresponding 
to a minimum of 3% of the total population 
permanently residing in the locality where 
the project will be realised (Kareliainvest, 
2013).

The Corporation of Development of the 
Republic of Karelia is a public organisation 
supporting regional development through 
facilitating the development and imple-
mentation of investment projects. It  
provides support in e.g. developing a  
business	plan	and	finding	investors.
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support investment projects (not necessarily in 
the	field	of	bioeconomy)	during	different	stages	of	
development and implementation through:

n	granting a tax exemption on regional taxes: re-
duced	tax	rates	on	profits;
n	reducing	tax	rates	on	corporate	profits	allocat-
ed to the Republic of Karelia’s budget;
n	granting subsidies from the Republic of Kare-
lia’s budgetary funds for partial reimbursement of 
interest	expenses	on	loans	obtained	for	financing	
investment projects;
n	granting preferential terms for the use of land 
and other types of real estate;
n	granting subsidies from the Republic of Kare-
lia’s budgetary funds for partial reimbursement of 
expenses related to cadastral activities, etc. (Ka-
reliainvest, 2013; Kareliainvest, 2016b; PwC, 2014).

The Industry Development Fund of the Republic of 
Karelia. This fund provides support to the mod-
ernisation and development of new Russian in-
dustries and supports import substitution activi-
ties.	 The	 fund	 offers	 preferential	 conditions	 for	
co-financing	 projects	 aimed	 at	 developing	 new	
high-tech products and technical re-equipment 
and creating competitive industries based on the 
best	available	 technologies.	 The	 fund	also	offers	
preferential	 conditions	 for	 the	 co-financing	 of	
projects aimed at developing high-tech products, 
technological modernisation and the development 
of competitive industries using the best available 
technologies. The fund also provides loans at the 
rate of 5% per annum for a period of up to 5 years 
for the amount of 5 to 100 million roubles (69,000 
to 1,380,000 euros) for the purpose of stimulating 
direct investment (Ministry of Natural Resources 
and Ecology of the Republic of Karelia, 2016).

3.5  Educational and research 
 institutions enabling the transition  
to a bioeconomy
The Republic of Karelia is the main hub for for-
estry-related education in the Northwest Feder-
al District of Russia. It has 23 establishments of 
secondary vocational education, two universities 
and four branches of federal higher education es-
tablishments (Kareliainvest, 2016a). Petrozavodsk 
State University (PetrSU) is one of the largest 
universities in the Northwest Federal District of 
Russia. PetrSU provides a wide range of bachelor’s 
programs with relevance to the forest-based bio-

economy. These include the Forestry Programme 
(Sustainable Multipurpose Forest Utilization), 
Technology and Equipment of Logging and Wood-
working (Technologies and Management of Forest 
Industry Complex) and Ecology and Management 
of	Natural	Resources.	 It	 also	offers	a	 study	pro-
gramme on Water Biological Resources and Aq-
uaculture (Fish Breeding). At the master’s level, 
among the relevant programmes are Forestry 
(Sustainable Forestry and Landscape Design), 
Ecology and the Environmental Management 
(PetrSU, 2019).

Vocational	education	and	training	in	the	field	
of forestry has been provided at the Shuisko-
Vidanskaya Forestry School since 1951. The school 
provides education, for instance, in tree felling and 
as a harvester and forwarder operator. The school 
collaborates with major equipment manufactur-
ers such as John Deere, Ponsse and Komatsu (Val-
met) (Forestry School, 2019). Forestry-relevant 
education has also been provided at the Petroza-
vodsk Forestry College since 1924. Today, this col-
lege	offers	education	in	landscape	gardening	and	
construction, forestry and forest park economy, 
woodworking and logging technology and logging 
and the operating of skidding machines (Petroza-
vodsk Forestry College, 2019).

The Karelian Research Centre of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences (KarRC RAS) represents 
the research and academic environment. The For-
est Research Department is one of seven depart-
ments	at	KarRC	RAS,	with	fundamental	scientific	
research accounting for more than 80% of all re-
search conducted (Kareliainvest, 2016a). KarRC 
RAS is engaged in various research and develop-
ment	projects	in	the	field	of	biotechnology,	includ-
ing the production of biologically active substances 
from birch (biturin, suberin). The Forest Research 
Department of KarRC RAS has several priority ar-
eas, including research on the acceleration of tim-
ber growth, re-cultivation of dumping sites, the 
use of coniferous raw materials in biomedicine, bi-
otechnology of clonal micro-propagation and the 
utilisation of by-products from the pulp and paper 
industry (interview with the research representa-
tives).

In addition, the innovation system in the Re-
public of Karelia is supported by the regional in-
novation complex and the IT park of PetrSU, the 
Ukko innovation centre, the Karelian Centre for 
Technology Transfer and Innovation at KarRC RAS 
and a business incubator (Kareliainvest, 2016a).
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4.1  Murmansk oblast – key facts and 
figures
Murmansk oblast is a federal subject of the North-
west Federal District in Russia (see Map 3). It cov-
ers an area of 144,900 km² and is located on the 
Kola Peninsula, an area rich in minerals and other 
natural resources. Owing to its Arctic location, the 
region is characterised by a harsh climate; howev-
er, the Gulf Stream keeps the harbour in Murman-
sk ice-free year round. Murmansk’s harbour is the 
largest in the Northwest Federal District and pro-
vides the backbone of the city’s economy.

The region borders Finnmark County in Nor-
way to the northwest, the Lapland Region in Fin-

land to the west, the Republic of Karelia to the 
south and the Barents Sea and the White Sea to 
the north and southeast, respectively.

From 1990 to 2018, the population in the oblast 
declined by 36.5%. Murmansk is among the most 
urbanised regions in Russia, with some 92% of the 
population living in urban areas (Rosstat, 2018). 
Almost 32% of the population in Murmansk oblast 
possess higher education; 48% have professional/
vocational education, 17% have secondary educa-
tion and about 3% have a basic general education 
(Rosstat, 2018). For further socio-economic facts, 
see Table 3.

Murmansk is an industrialised region with the 

4. The bioeconomy in   
 Murmansk oblast

Map 3. Map of Murmansk oblast and some companies involved in the bioeconomy
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mining of apatite, nickel and other minerals and 
the production of fertilizers being the dominant 
industries. In 2016, the economic sectors provid-
ing key employment in the region (employed per-
sons in brackets) were wholesale and retail trade 
(62,000), machine production (42,000) and trans-
port and communication (40,000). Primary sec-
tors	 (agriculture,	 forestry,	 fishery,	 fish	 farming)	
provided additional 12,000 jobs (Rosstat, 2018), 
with	 the	 fisheries	 sector	 accounting	 for	 about	
10.2% of the GRP of the Murmansk region in 2016 
(Vassiljev, 2018).

4.1.1  Local energy system
The region is self-sustaining in electricity produc-
tion. In fact, it has a surplus of energy given the low 
regional demand. The Kola Nuclear Power Plant, 
inaugurated in 1973, currently works at about 60% 
of its capacity, as the demand for energy has de-
creased	significantly	since	the	collapse	of	the	Soviet	
Union and the downsizing and restructuring of in-
dustries.

At the same time, the price of heating is high 
in the region because of the limited supply of lo-
cally available energy fuels and the high costs as-
sociated with the import of fuels for heating, as 
well as a worn out infrastructure, resulting in poor 
energy	 efficiency.	Reducing	 the	price	 for	 heating	
is therefore among the main drivers for the mod-
ernisation of the regional heat supply system, which 

is a priority investment project in the Murmansk 
region. At present, there are some 120 old boiler 
houses in the region requiring modernisation (in-
terview with a regional authority).

The investment plan for the modernisation 
of the regional heat supply system supports the 
substitution of fuel sources to those less environ-
mentally harmful than fuel oil (even coal is consid-
ered) and the deployment of more technologically 
advanced equipment that would allow an increase 
in	 energy	 efficiency.	 The	 plan	 also	 supports	 the	
increased utilisation of local fuel sources such as 
peat- and wood-based residues and aims to reduce 
heating	 tariffs	 for	 the	 local	 population	 through	
achieving	higher	energy	efficiency.	In	several	settle-
ments,	 the	 construction	 of	 new	 coal-fired	 boiler	
houses and the modernisation of existing boilers 
are ongoing (BezFormata, 2019b; Hibiny, 2018a).

There is no natural gas supply to the region. 
The former governor of the oblast claimed that 
gasification	is	among	the	most	important	precon-
ditions for the economic development of the re-
gion,	as	it	would	significantly	reduce	energy	costs,	
which are currently double the Russian average 
(15.3% versus 7%) (RIA News, 2018a). The possibil-
ity	of	liquefied	natural	gas	is	being	discussed	with	
Gasprom. However, despite these talks, the local 
actors interviewed were sceptical about the pros-
pects	of	gasification	of	the	region	 in	the	coming	
decades.

Table 3. Key facts and figures – Murmansk oblast and the Russian Federation. 

Murmansk oblast Russian Federation

Population: 757,000 (2018)
Area: 144,900 km2
Density: 5.5 persons/km2
Administrative centre: Murmansk (295,374 in 2018)
Regional strengths: mining of apatite and minerals, 
harbour activities, logistics

Average annual number of employed, thousand 
persons: 398 (2017)
Average per capita money income (monthly), 
roubles: 36,149
Average per capita money expenditures (monthly), 
roubles: 34,180
Accrued average monthly nominal wages of 
employees, roubles: 48,715
Gross regional product (at current basic prices), bln. 
roubles: 390

Regional strengths: Forest products, mining (iron 
ore	and	natural	stones),	agri-business	(fisheries	and	
fish	processing),	tourism

Population: 146.8 million persons (2017)
Area: 17.1 million km2
Density: 8.6 persons/km2

Average annual number of employed, thousand 
persons: 68,389 (2017)
Average per capita money income (monthly), 
roubles: 30,738
Average per capita money expenditures (monthly), 
roubles: 30,497
Accrued average monthly nominal wages of 
employees, roubles: 36,746
Gross regional product (at current basic prices), 
bln. roubles: 64,997

Source: (Rosstat, 2017, 2018)
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Nonetheless,	 the	 gasification	 of	 the	 region	
would not solve the problems associated with 
heating of remote settlements. Here, the future 
is still behind coal and fuel oil, although the con-
sumption of bioenergy may increase. Among the 
reasons for the low utilisation of wood wastes for 
heating in the region is the low productive capaci-
ty of its forests and poorly developed transport in-
frastructure. For more information on the current 
status of bioenergy production, see Section 4.2.1

Few alternative energy projects are piloted in 
the region. In 2017, Enel Russia announced a pro-
ject	to	build	the	region’s	first	industrial	wind	farm,	
with a capacity of 200 MWt, in Teriberka. The con-
struction of the wind farm will begin in 2019 and is 
expected to be ready in 2021 (Bellona, 2018).

4.2  Forest-based bioeconomy
Forests cover about 35% of the land area in Mur-
mansk oblast, or some 9,455,387 ha (Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Ecology of Murmansk oblast, 
2019). About 35% of these forested areas are desig-
nated for commercial purposes, with protected ar-
eas constituting about 8% of the oblast’s territory.

Due to the harsh climatic and weather condi-
tions inherent to the northern territories of Rus-
sia, the productivity and the economic exploitation 
potential of forests is low. At present, the forestry 
sector brings about 40–50 million roubles (553–
690,000 euros) to the regional budget annually, 
which	 is	rather	 insignificant	(interview	with	a	re-
gional authority).

The annual allowable cutting rate is currently 
utilised to up to 16.3% (Ministry of Natural Re-
sources and Ecology of Murmansk oblast, 2019). 
The forest-based bioeconomy is represented by 
traditional and rather small forestry industries. 
There are four forest leaseholders in the region, 
‘Ogni Kayral’, ‘Voita’, ‘Priroda Doz’ and ‘Arctic 
Wood’, all of which are located in the southern 
part of the region, three in proximity to the border 
with Finland, which gives better access to foreign 
markets. While these companies have satisfacto-
ry access to logging sites and infrastructure, most 
of the eastern part of the region is inaccessible to 
land transport. In general, the poor state of forest 
road infrastructure is considered a challenge for 
the development of the sector, according to sev-
eral interviewees.

Biotechnology is an emerging development 
area, primarily driven by research establishments 
in	the	region	with	a	specific	focus	on	biomedicine.

4.2.1  Bioenergy production
There are several boilers in the oblast that use 
peat- and wood-based residues as a fuel source, 
such as the multi-fuel boiler in the Umba urban 
settlement	fired	with	peat	and	coal,	and	a	wood-
chip-fired	 boiler	 house	 in	 Luvenga	 village	 (2012).	
Moreover, several forestry enterprises use wood-
chips to heat their industrial premises (e.g. Ogni 
Kayral’ and ‘Priroda Doz’).

In 1999, ‘Priroda Doz’ pushed for the construc-
tion of a boiler house in a nearby village that could 
be	fired	with	woodchips	produced	at	the	plant.	The	
boiler was inaugurated and worked for a few years 
(until about 2007). However, the success of the ini-
tiative was undermined by technological hurdles 
(power adjustment issues of the purchased boiler) 
and disagreement with the local authorities con-
cerning the payment for woodchips. Since 2007, 
the company has been selling its woodchips to Fin-
land instead.

Woodchips and biofuels should be the future when 
it comes to heating in small and remote settlements 
in Murmansk oblast. Unfortunately, the future be-
longs to the fuel oil (Alexander Dvorjankin, Priroda 
DOZ forest enterprise).

Another bioenergy project that was initiated in the 
region 5 years ago also had limited success. A con-
verted boiler experienced technological failure and 
ceased to be operational after half a year.

The locational decision for the establishment of 
a	woodchip-fired	boiler	house	in	Luvenga	village	was	
criticised in an interview with a forestry company. 
The closest forestry companies are located over 100 
km	away	(see	Map	3),	making	it	economically	diffi-
cult to transport wood wastes over long distances.

Among the reoccurring issues in the imple-
mented bioenergy initiatives that have under-
mined their success rate has been the purchasing 
of ‘semi-appropriate’ equipment as an incentive 
to save costs. This appears to have been a failed 
strategy in the long term, including the unsatisfac-
tory payment, or even lack thereof, to the compa-
nies for the supply of wood-based residues (inter-
views with a forestry industry representative).

Peat is the cheapest locally available fuel in 
the region and is projected to be available for ex-
traction for about 60 years (BezFormata, 2019b). 
The environmental and climate change concerns 
associated with peat extraction have not yet been 
widely discussed in the region.
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‘Heat to the people. Umba’ is a regional 
company that specialises in the construction of 
multi-fuel	boilers	fired	with	peat	and	coal.	A	con-
cessional agreement regarding the heat supply 
system in Umba urban settlement was signed 
between the company and the regional govern-
ment of Murmansk oblast in 2018 as part of the 
investment plan for the modernisation of the heat 
supply system in the Murmansk region. This agree-
ment stipulates the construction of four solid fuel-
fired	boiler	houses,	with	construction	expected	to	
be complete by the end of 2019 (Government of 
Murmansk oblast, 2018; Hibiny, 2018b). According 
to an interview with a local newspaper, the com-
pany plans to use mainly peat for heating, while 
coal may be used as a reserve fuel (BezFormata, 
2019a).

There has not been any pellet production in the 
region as of the writing this report, primarily be-
cause of the low volume of wood wastes produced. 
However, one company in the region manufactures 
boilers	 that	could	be	 fired	with	pellets.	Although	
heating with pellets is not common in Murmansk, 
several shopping centres have installed heating 
boilers	that	are	fired	with	pellets	(interview	with	a	
public actor). The Corporation of Development of 
Murmansk oblast supports a feasibility study on 

heating multi-storey apartment houses with pel-
lets in the town of Kovdor.

4.2.2  Construction of wooden houses
The housing situation in the Murmansk region is 
rather problematic. There are 99 uninhabitable 
and unsafe houses with a total area of more than 
37,271 m2, and a low level of municipal construction 
activity. In 2019, it is planned to put in place four 
multi-storey houses with a total of 38,000 m2 of 
dwelling space (Gosjkh, 2019). None of these newly 
built houses will be made of wood. Some wooden 
materials will be used partially for interior works.

The wooden housing market in the Murmansk 
region is found instead in the construction of 
private houses. More and more families, in both 
urban and rural areas, prefer to live in semi-de-
tached and detached homes, where the absolute 
priority is given to wooden building materials and 
technologies (Murmanskstat, 2019). Construction 
is	by	SMEs,	which	generally	do	not	have	sufficient	
experience in dealing with smart wooden building 
technologies.

Given that the newly-introduced national pro-
ject, ‘Housing and Urban Environment’ (Govern-
ment, 2019), pays special attention to historical 
settlements aiming to preserve their character 
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and appearance, wooden housing construction 
will continue to be demanded in many rural areas 
in the region, including Kola, Teriberka, the White 
Sea coastal communities and others, where wood 
has been the main building material for centuries. 
Moreover, the rapidly developed local tourist sector 
is using wooden guest and country houses for the 
accommodation of tourists and related activities.

To sum up, there is a potential market in the 
Murmansk region for both wooden building mate-
rials and technologies, found primarily in private 
individual housing, building in historical settle-
ments and in the tourism and leisure sector. Local 
building companies are in crucial need of modern 
knowledge, new experience and innovations for 
wood-based	 energy-efficient	 building	 in	 cold	 cli-
mate conditions.

4.3  Marine-based bioeconomy
4.3.1  Coastal and oceanic fisheries
The	fisheries	sector	was	particularly	strongly	devel-
oped in the Murmansk region during Soviet times, 
but underwent a major reduction and downsizing 
in	the	1990s.	Market	transformations	in	the	fish-
ing industry in the 1990s and early 2000s resulted 

in legal, regulatory, structural and organisation-
al changes, as well as an overall decline in catch 
volumes.	The	catch	volumes	of	fish	by	Murmansk	
enterprises amounted to some 600,000 tons in 
2000, which was 48.6% lower than that even in 
1990. In 2016, the total catch increased slightly, 
amounting to 643,000 tons. In 2016, there was a 
total	of	108	companies	involved	in	fishing	activities	
(mainly oceanic) in the region, of which, 23 were 
large	fishery	companies	(Vassiljev,	2018).	The	total	
catch of seafood (including king crabs) amounted 
to 702,000 tons in 2017. Additionally, 226 tons of 
fish	 were	 harvested	 in	 the	 region’s	 freshwater	
bodies (Northwest Marine Business, 2018).

Today,	 a	 very	 small	 share	 of	 the	 fish	 catch	
is landed in Murmansk. One reason is the small 
quota distribution to coastal fishery companies 
(6% amounting to just 30,000 tons of catch) that 
supply	 fish	 to	 domestic	 consumers.	 As	 in	 many	
other countries, the quota system	 for	 fish	 catch	
gives a preference to those with larger economic 
resources to compete for the quotas (see Box 4), 
thereby	putting	pressure	on	small	coastal	fisher-
ies and communities. Consequently, the coastal 
fishery	 companies	work	 at	 only	 about	 half	 their	
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BOX 4. Distribution of fishing  
quotas among companies in  
Murmansk
‘Norebo Holding’ has the largest share of 
quotas in the Russian Barents Sea, account-
ing for about 50% of the cod and haddock 
catch, or some 180,000 tons in 2018. Other 
large	fishing	enterprises	holding	quotas	in	
the Murmansk region are ‘Murmanseld-2’ 
(15,000	tons),	‘Murmanrybflot-2’	(10,000	
tons) and ‘Murmanseafood’ (12,000 tons) 
(interview	with	a	fishing	expert).	‘Norebo	
Holding’ stands out among other regional 
companies in Murmansk as a highly modern 
and successful enterprise that receives sta-
ble	deliveries	from	its	own	fleet	of	trawlers.	
Established in 2016, the facility lies across 
the bay from the Murmansk Fish Port. It 
includes the latest processing technology 
developed in Iceland and is able to produce 
40,000	tons	of	fish	products	daily	(Staal-
esen, 2017).

capacity and struggle to survive, while the coastal 
fish	processing	enterprises	have	limited	access	to	
fresh	raw	material	at	affordable	prices.	Thus,	de-
spite	the	Barents	Sea	being	a	richly	endowed	fish-
ery,	there	are	hardly	any	fish	available	for	the	local	
population,	at	least	not	at	affordable	prices.	Since	
2014,	fish	consumption	in	Russia	has	decreased	by	
half, and prices have tripled (RG, 2018; Vassiljev, 
2018). According to data from 2016, more than 
70% of the catch goes unprocessed for export 
(Vassiljev, 2018), primarily to Japan, China, the Re-
public of Korea and the EU (The Russian Govern-
ment, 2018a).

Another	reason	why	the	volumes	of	fish	han-
dled in Murmansk continue to drop drastically is 
the poor state of infrastructure at the Murmansk 
Fish Port and railway, as well as rigid customs reg-
ulations and bureaucratic hurdles at the port that 
make	it	easier	for	fishermen	to	land	fish	in	neigh-
bouring Norway and Holland (Staalesen, 2017). In 
2016,	more	than	100,000	tons	of	fish	were	landed	
in each of these two countries (Staalesen, 2017). In 
addition, due to the ageing port infrastructure, it 
is	much	more	attractive	for	the	fishing	companies	
to receive maintenance abroad, as the speed and 
quality of services are higher than those in Russia 
(Stupachenko, 2018a).
4.3.2  Development of fish processing  

enterprises
Further support to the development of the coastal 
fish	processing	enterprises	 is	considered	very	 im-
portant for the region. Fish processing enterprises 
have a great potential to increase the utilization of 
fish wastes and diversify production and advance 
innovation, and thereby increase the value-added 
of	fish	products.	Nevertheless,	the	lack	of	invest-
ment	in	the	development	of	coastal	fish	processing	
remains a problem for the region, as the mainshare 
of investments is provided to the modernisation of 
the	fishing	fleet	and	vessels	(Vassiljev,	2018).

Plans for the construction of six modern 
fish processing factories have recently been an-
nounced in Murmansk (The Russian Government, 
2018a). These plants would require an additional 
50–60,000	tons	of	fish	raw	material	per	year	to	
ensure the economic viability of their operations. 
According to the current quota distribution, the 
existing	fish	processing	plants	already	suffer	from	
a limited supply of raw biological resources, with 
more	than	10	fish	processing	companies	in	the	re-
gion being on the verge of bankruptcy (Kostrov, 
2018).	 The	 regional	 companies	 and	 fisheries	 ex-
perts question the need for building new factories 
when the existing ones are being closed because 
of a shortage of raw materials (RG, 2018; The Rus-
sian Government, 2018a). The importance of sup-
porting	the	existing	regional	fish	processing	com-
panies has been emphasised by the interviewees.

4.3.3  Utilisation of fish wastes
The research actors interviewed emphasised the 
importance	 of	 integrating	 fish	waste	 processing	
technologies at the new factories or the construc-
tion of a self-standing plant that would enable the 
processing	of	fish	wastes	into	fish	flour	and	pro-
tein hydrolyzate and other high-value components 
and ingredients. Several pilot initiatives for the 
processing	of	 fish	wastes	 into	 valuable	products	
have been undertaken, but the overall contribution 
of these activities is rather marginal. It is still com-
mon	practice	to	dispose	of	fish	wastes	overboard.	
With rare exceptions, frozen heads are brought on 
shore.	Onshore	fish	processing	enterprises	sell	fro-
zen	fish	wastes	either	to	feed	fur	animals	in	other	
regions in Russia or for the production of pet food 
in the Moscow region (Nestle, Mars) (interview 
with	a	fishery	expert).

However,	 the	 processing	 of	 fish	 wastes	 into	
protein hydrolyzate is being realised by the Bioma-
rin company. This company produces about 200–
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300 kg of protein hydrolysate per month, which 
is used in the pharmaceutical and food industries 
(interview with research representatives). Accord-
ing to the Russian news agency TASS, an agree-
ment was reached between the regional govern-
ment, Biomarin and the organising committee of 
the Russian competition ‘Regions – Sustainable 
Development’ on providing investment support to 
this pilot initiative that would enable the full-scale 
commercial production of up to 2–3 tons of protein 
hydrolysate per month (Fish Portal, 2017).

4.3.4  Sustainable fisheries
According to the regional actors interviewed, the 
proximity to Norway has a positive impact on the 
sustainability	of	fishery	management.	Both	coun-
tries	have	well-developed	co-operation	in	the	field	
of	 sustainable	 fisheries,	 and	 the	 World	 Wildlife	
Fund (WWF) in Murmansk is working on the pro-
motion	of	sustainable	fisheries	and	the	conserva-
tion of seabed ecosystems in the Barents Sea. To-
gether	with	the	large	fisheries	associations	of	the	
Northern Basin, the WWF has promoted the mod-
ernisation of bottom trawling, which ordinarily 
has a severe impact on the seabed and its marine 
ecosystem. Field tests of the experimental bottom 
trawl model were carried out in the Barents Sea 
(WWF Russia, 2017). Moreover, the organisation 
developed an Integrated Environmental Manage-
ment Plan for the Russian part of the Barents Sea 
in 2015 (WWF Russia, 2015).

4.3.5  Aquaculture
According to 2017 data, the Murmansk region 
ranks second in the Northwest Federal District in 
terms	of	the	volume	of	farmed	fish,	lagging	behind	
the Republic of Karelia. In 2017, there were 20 com-
panies	 in	 the	 region	 involved	 in	 commercial	 fish	
farming	that	produced	about	13,500	tons	of	fish	
(Helion Ltd., 2018).

The	 take-off	 of	 aquaculture	 development	 in	
Murmansk has not been a complete success story. 
In 2015, two major aquaculture producers in the 
region experienced severe challenges. ‘Russian 
Salmon’ declared itself bankrupt while ‘Russian 
Aquaculture’	 experienced	massive	 fish	 deaths	 at	
its	 facilities	 after	 disease	 broke	 out	 in	 overfilled	
cage nets. More than 2,000 tons of dead salmon 
were dumped and left rotting at several sites in the 
region, some later incinerated (Staalesen, 2015).

‘Russian Aquaculture’ has since revived its 
commercial activities and is currently taking a 

leading position on the aquaculture market in the 
Murmansk region. Today, the company deploys 
Norwegian	fish	farming	technology	and	occupies	
almost	 all	 areas	 suitable	 for	 fish	 farming	 along	
the coast of the Barents Sea, except for the cages 
in Liinakhamari belonging to ‘Russian Salmon’. In 
2018, the company announced plans to increase its 
salmon production in the Barents Sea to 30,000 
tons by 2025, compared with its current produc-
tion of 6,000 tons (Gerden, 2018).

According	to	an	interview	with	a	fish	farming	
expert, among the key problems that aquaculture 
companies are facing in the Murmansk region today 
are a lack of experience, the remoteness of cages 
and poor infrastructure, as well as the high costs 
associated with the import of planting material 
and	fish	feed.

To	 sum	up	 the	 situation	with	 fisheries	 in	 the	
Murmansk region, the State Programme of the 
Murmansk Region Development of the Fisheries 
Complex 2014–2020	identified	the	following	chal-
lenges	for	the	development	of	the	fisheries	indus-
tries in the Murmansk region:

n	 the	old	fishing	fleet	and	worn-out	and	outdated	
fish	processing	techniques;
n	 a	narrow	range	of	fish	products	produced;
n	 a	 lack	of	 innovative	and	high	value-added	fish	
products in the share of production;
n a lack of institutional support for the innovative 
development	of	the	fisheries	complex;
the complex and lengthy procedures for the provi-
sion of maintenance services in the port.

4.4  State support and the policy 
framework for the bioeconomy
For federal-level support, see Section 3.4.1.

Regional-level support
When it comes to the forestry sector, there are 
no priority investment projects or mechanisms for 
supporting sustainable forestry management in 
the region, nor is there support available for the 
increased utilisation of renewable fuels, which 
makes	it	difficult	for	wood-based	residues	to	com-
pete with coal and other cheap energy sources in 
the local energy supply. The investment plan for 
the modernisation of the regional heat supply sys-
tem is currently the main support scheme that fa-
vours the utilisation of local renewable fuels, such 
as woodchips.

Considerably more support is provided to 
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stimulating the development of the aquaculture 
and	fisheries	sectors.	In	2013,	the	regional	govern-
ment approved the programme on Development 
of the Fisheries Complex in the Murmansk Region 
for 2015–2020. Among the main aims of the pro-
gramme was to support the development of inno-
vative	and	higher	value-added	products	from	fish	
and thereby reduce the export of raw materials. 
The programme aims to stimulate the develop-
ment of aquaculture and the modernisation of 
production facilities, and to support the deploy-
ment of innovative technologies (Government of 
Murmansk oblast, 2013).

The regional government of Murmansk oblast 
provides support to enterprises involved in aqua-
culture and coastal processing. It provides subsi-
dies from the regional budget for reimbursement 
of part of the costs for purchasing equipment, 
raw materials and auxiliary materials (Helion Ltd, 
2018), and of the costs for paying interest on loans 
received from Russian credit institutions for the 
development of commercial aquaculture (Votino-
va and Votinov, 2017).

In	2017,	state	support	for	fisheries	enterprises	
was	granted	to	three	coastal	fish	processing	enter-
prises in the Murmansk region for reimbursing part 
of the cost of paying interest on loan agreements 
for the purchase of raw and auxiliary materials at 
the expense of the regional budget, amounting 
to	6.57	million	roubles	(90,000	euros).	In	the	field	
of	 aquaculture,	 two	 fish	 breeding	 organisations	
in the region received a total amount of 110 mil-
lion roubles (1.5 million euros) in 2017 to reimburse 
part of the cost of paying interest on loans received 
from the Russian credit institutions for the devel-
opment of aquaculture (Ministry of Fisheries and 
Agriculture of Murmansk region, 2018).

The federal and regional governments are also 
actively promoting public–private partnerships 
(PPP) as a tool to attract investment into munici-
pal infrastructure, including the modernisation of 
boiler houses. The municipal authorities can pro-
vide favourable conditions for investors (e.g. by 
providing municipal premises or a location without 
an auction at a favourable price). The Corporation 
of Development of Murmansk oblast is a public 
agency that works at, among other things, at-
tracting investment to the region. Promoting PPP 
and developing competencies for building PPPs 
are some of the recent focus areas of the organi-
sation.

A TAD was created in the single-industry city of 

Kirovsk to support socio-economic development. 
The law on TADs provides state support through 
substantial tax and customs privileges aimed at 
promoting external business investments (Glush-
kov, 2017). Since its launch in 2017, TAD Kirovsk has 
attracted six investors (B-Port News, 2019).

4.5  Educational and research  
institutions enabling the transition  
to a bioeconomy
There are no forestry-related educational pro-
grammes in the Murmansk region. The nearest ed-
ucational establishment that provides education 
and	 training	 in	 the	 field	of	 forestry	and	 forestry	
industries is in the Republic of Karelia (Petroza-
vodsk State University) and the Arkhangelsk Re-
gion (Northern [Arctic] Federal University named 
after M.V. Lomonosov).

Murmansk State Technical University (MSTU) 
is supervised by the Federal Fisheries Agency, and 
the	integration	of	university	research	and	the	fish-
ing industry is one of its key tasks. Among the rel-
evant programs in bioeconomy at the bachelor’s 
level are aquatic bioresources and aquaculture 
(aquatic bioresources and aquaculture in the Arc-
tic	region;	fisheries	industry	management;	biology	
[general biology, bioecology, biochemistry, micro-
biology] and biotechnology [food biotechnology, 
general biotechnology]). Similar programmes are 
offered	at	the	master’s	level,	as	well	as	industrial	
fisheries	(fisheries	management)	(MSTU,	2019).

Murmansk Marine Fisheries College has been 
part of the university complex of MSTU since 2013. 
It	 is	 one	 of	 five	 educational	 centres	 established	
by the Federal Fisheries Agency and one of the 
leading educational institutions of the Northwest 
region. Relevant programs in intermediate voca-
tional education in bioeconomy include ichthyol-
ogy,	fish	farming	and	industrial	fishing	(Murmansk	
Marine Fisheries College, 2019).

Murmansk Arctic State University is the oldest 
and largest university in the region. It has several 
bioeconomy-relevant programmes at the bach-
elor’s and master’s levels, including BAs in ecology 
and environmental management (environmental 
management in the Arctic) and biology (hydrobiol-
ogy and ichthyology), and an MA in biology (ecol-
ogy) (Murmansk Arctic State University, 2019). 
Biotechnology is also an important theme at Mur-
mansk Arctic State University. The university co-
ordinates a strategic project aimed at developing 
innovative biotechnologies and bioengineering so-
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lutions	for	the	Arctic	areas,	with	a	specific	focus	
on improving the health conditions of Arctic resi-
dents.

Kola	Scientific	Centre	of	the	Russian	Academy	
of Sciences is based in the Murmansk oblast. It 
has a long history of co-operation and support to 
the mining industry, and mining-related research 
and development remains its main specialisation. 
The centre also has a research program focused 
on	the	processing	of	fish	resources	for	the	produc-

tion of collagen and other ingredients used in the 
health care sector. The potential utilisation of al-
gae biomass for energy production and other uses 
has also been analysed by researchers at the Kola 
Science Centre. Since 2018, the centre has been 
increasingly	 focused	 on	 R&D	 in	 the	 field	 of	 bio-
medicine and biotechnology, particularly human 
adaptation to life in the Arctic and reducing the 
effects	of	Arctic	conditions	on	human	health.
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Both case study regions contain a vast amount of 
renewable biological resources from the sea, for-
est and land currently managed and exploited in 
a rather traditional way. The traditional forestry 
and	 fishery	 industries	 play	 an	 important	 role	 in	
the	 regional	 economies.	 The	 bioeconomy	 offers	
opportunities to modernise and develop the exist-
ing industries further and create new ones by gen-
erating more value from the existing renewable 
biological resources through increased circularity 
and the application of innovative technologies. 
The lack of knowledge and insights into the bio-
economy represents a challenge for exploiting its 
full potential in Northwest Russia.

Nonetheless, there is clear evidence that the 
transition to a bioeconomy in Northwest Russia 
has already begun. Among the positive examples 
of this has been the increased attention to the uti-
lisation of waste products and residues from the 
fisheries and forestry industries, as well as the 
increased processing of raw materials. Targeted 
support has been provided by the Federal Govern-
ment to those private investors willing to make use 
of local waste streams and develop advanced and 
higher	 value-added	 products	 from	 the	 fisheries	
and forestry resources. Primarily large-scale in-
vestment projects appear to gain support, where-
as that for small-scale initiatives and projects re-
mains rather limited. The customs policy is another 
mechanism to stimulate the increased processing 
and utilisation of local raw materials, with higher 
(lower)	export	tariffs	applied	to	less-(more-)	pro-
cessed and low (high) value-added products. How-
ever,	the	effects	of	these	policies	and	measures	on	
triggering bioeconomy development remain to be 
seen, as these are all rather recent incentives.

At the regional level, increased support to the 
bioeconomy is also evident. ‘The Concept for Cre-
ating a Biotechnological Cluster in the Republic 
of Karelia’ was developed under the framework 
of the regional law on the state support of bio-
technological and food industries adopted in 2017. 
Among the strategic priorities outlined are the 

processing of wild plants and medicinal raw mate-
rials, and the increased processing and utilisation 
of aquatic bioresources and forest and wood in-
dustry wastes in the Republic of Karelia.

Economic sanctions have played an important 
role in boosting local production and have had an 
overall positive impact on bioeconomic sectors. 
As for aquaculture, it had been poorly incentiv-
ised and even neglected in Russia until the import-
replacing policy was introduced in 2014 as a re-
sponse to the sanctions. The Federal Government 
has allocated funding support to help businesses 
ease the burden of loans for the purchase of feed, 
modern equipment and investment into building a 

5. Opportunities and challenges   
 for bioeconomy development

BOX 5. The impact of economic 
sanctions on the fisheries and 
forestry sectors
In 2014, several Western countries intro-
duced economic sanctions against Russia. 
In response, Russia prohibited the import of 
different	goods,	including	fish	and	seafood	
from a number of countries, including  
Norway	and	those	in	the	EU.	One	benefit	
was	that	Russian	fishery	companies	 
captured a larger share of the local market. 
However, this also led to price escalation  
and limits in the choice of products for Rus-
sian consumers.

Neither the economic sanctions nor the 
import ban targeted the forestry sector. 
However,	the	forestry	sector	was	affected	
by their indirect impact on the economy 
due to the weakening of the rouble and the 
decrease in investment. Given the current 
political and economic situations, foreign 
investors and trade partners are losing  
confidence	in	Russia.	Nevertheless,	exports	
of forestry sector products, particularly  
processed wood products, have been  
gradually increasing (Interfax, 2019).
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local production capacity for aquaculture. In the 
Republic	of	Karelia,	significant	investment	support	
has recently been channelled to developing the en-
tire value chain of aquaculture activities, including 
the	local	production	of	fish	feed	and	fish	breeding	
facilities, both of which are currently highly de-
pendent on imports.

The economic opportunities associated with 
the development of a bioeconomy (e.g. job creation) 
is more pronounced in contemporary political dis-
course than the environment and climate change. 
This means that investment decisions are often 
motivated	by	economic	benefits	rather	than	envi-
ronmental concerns. Insufficient attention to the 
environmental aspects of developing a bioecono-
my may undermine its positive outcomes. Impor-
tantly, the bioeconomy is not sustainable per se, 
but requires a balanced approach that considers 
economic, social and environmental objectives. In 
the regions studied, the rapid development of aq-
uaculture has resulted in environmental pressure 
and	degradation,	as	well	as	conflicts	with	the	local	
population. In planning the further expansion of 
aquaculture activities, actions to secure the sur-
rounding environment should be carefully consid-
ered.

This study revealed that there is a lack of de-
velopment in new resilient energy systems for re-
mote communities, and these remain dependent 
on imported fossil fuels (fuel oil and coal). For high 
forest cover regions such as the Republic of Ka-
relia, the utilisation of woodchips and fuel-wood 
for heating should be further promoted as a way 
to reduce dependency on imported mineral fuel 
and	 achieve	 environmental	 benefits.	 Among	 the	
reasons for the low utilisation of locally available 
energy sources is the subsidisation of natural gas 
and its distribution networks (in case of the Re-
public of Karelia) and a lack of incentives for the 
forestry companies and municipal authorities to 
increase the utilisation of biofuels. Despite being 
a local resource, woodchips do not appear to be 
the cheapest option among other fuel alterna-
tives. This calls for the development of an enabling 
public policy and the targeting of public subsidies 
favouring local renewable fuel sources above im-
ported fossil fuels.

There is a rather strong educational and re-
search environment in the regions, as well as 
available	 knowledge	 and	 expertise	 in	 the	 fields	
of	 biotechnology,	 fisheries	 and	 forestry.	 Despite	
a number of innovations and patented technolo-

gies	 in	 the	 field	 of	 biotechnology,	 poor	 research	
commercialisation is a challenge (interview with 
research actors; Murmansk Vestnik, 2015). Im-
proving business–academia co-operation and the 
business-relevance of research and education are 
crucial success factors for the development of a 
bioeconomy, as innovation and research are at the 
core of such a transition.

Although a bioeconomy may create new jobs 
and economic activities in and around rural areas, 
the shortage of employees (both low- and high-
skilled) could become a challenge. There is an 
acute shortage of the economically active part of 
the population against the background of a con-
stant	 outflow	 of	 young	 people,	 the	 low	 level	 of	
qualifications	of	existing	workers	and	the	uneven	
distribution of educational resources in the terri-
tory of the regions studied. Moreover, the quality 
and attractiveness of education in traditional for-
estry	and	fishery-related	fields	is	low,	which	may	
also hinder bioeconomy development in the future 
(interview with an industry representative).

The interaction between industry and educa-
tion at all stages of the life cycle should be encour-
aged and improved to increase the relevance of 
research and education in regard to the needs of 
the industry and boost the attractiveness of bio-
economy-related jobs and education. This may re-
quire	developing	flexible	educational	programmes	
in co-operation with industry.

In the fisheries sector, several challenges have 
been	identified	in	interviews	with	experts	and	from	
secondary sources. The lack of innovative and high 
value-added	 fish	 products	 in	 the	 share	 of	 pro-
duction	 is	 one	of	 these	 challenges.	Boosting	 fish	
processing businesses to increase the utilization 
of	 fish	wastes,	diversify production and advance 
innovation are important priorities at both the 
federal and regional levels. In Murmansk oblast, 
there is a shortage of raw materials to meet the 
needs of these industries, the main reason being 
the	 small	 quota	 distribution	 to	 coastal	 fishery	
companies in the region (6%), which limits their 
operations, as well as the high export orientation 
of	oceanic	fishery	companies.	This	already	places	
many	coastal	fishery	and	processing	companies	in	
the Murmansk region on the verge of bankruptcy.

The regional authorities have limited capac-
ity	to	influence	this	situation.	The	regional	actors	
in Murmansk stress that the Federal Government 
should take actions to regulate exports and the 
domestic	price	of	fish,	such	as	regulating	customs	
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tariffs.	Moreover,	policies	protecting	regional	fish	
processing companies should be introduced (RG, 
2018).

Another	 challenge	 for	 the	 fisheries	 sector	 is	
technologically outdated infrastructure (vessels 
and ports) and the sluggish pace of moderniza-
tion. A programme supporting the modernisation 
of these assets is being implemented all across 
Russia. However, development is expensive and 
slow, and it might take many years for the results 
to be evident.

As mentioned above, aquaculture is a dynami-
cally developing industry having a great potential 
to contribute to regional economies. The develop-
ment	of	the	entire	value	chain,	including	fish	breed-
ing,	fish	feed	and	the	utilisation	of	fish	wastes,	will	
make the industry less dependent on imports and 
increase its value-added locally. At the same time, 
the environmental threats associated with aqua-
culture activities should not be overlooked. Con-
flicts	with	 the	 local	population	already	exist	and	
may become even more common in the future with 
the expansion of these activities.

As to the forest-based bioeconomy, there is 
significant	 potential	 to	 create	 more	 value	 from	
biomass	 through	 biorefining	 activities.	Concepts 
for biorefineries could be developed based on mul-
tiple	sources	(e.g.	fish	wastes,	wood	input,	organic	
household wastes, manure), resulting in the better 
use of local waste streams, the development of 
new products, the production of feed for aquacul-
ture, husbandry, energy, the creation of jobs, etc.

The construction of wooden houses is a fast-
developing	field	 in	the	forest-rich	regions	of	Rus-
sia, including the Republic of Karelia. This can 
create new jobs, contribute to the improved utili-
zation of local resources and provide better hous-
ing. A growing demand for wooden construction 
can be transferred into an investment in more 
sustainable forest management and the develop-

ment of forest roads. According to the private sec-
tor actors interviewed, strategic support from the 
Federal Government is needed to boost wooden 
construction in Russia. The support could be pro-
vided to foster collaboration involving the state 
and research organisations to support the busi-
ness models in wooden construction. Changes are 
also needed concerning the legislation and tech-
nical standards for the construction of wooden 
houses, based on discussions and expert contribu-
tions from the business and research community. 
These are important preconditions for businesses 
to	 be	 able	 to	 offer	 an	 efficient	model	 for	mass	
wooden construction that could meet the current 
demand of the construction market.

The use of other biological resources from for-
ests such as berries and mushrooms for commer-
cial purposes have gained considerable attention 
in the Republic of Karelia. The construction of a 
biorefinery	that	can	use	raw	material	to	produce	
high value-added ingredients for the health in-
dustry is among the examples of emerging good 
practices of bioeconomic activities in the region. 
Gathering mushrooms and berries has tradition-
ally been an important economic activity for rural 
residents as an additional, or in some cases, the 
only	source	of	income.	The	bioeconomy	offers	op-
portunities to strengthen these activities further 
and develop new businesses around the use of 
renewable biological resources from forests that 
helps to develop value creation close to the source 
of origin.

Considering the increasing demand for au-
thentic and environmentally-friendly products 
from nature (forest, land and marine environ-
ment), there is good potential for the development 
of niche products. Moreover, linkages and collabo-
ration between the local food, culture and recrea-
tional and nature-based tourism industry could be 
further explored in the emerging bioeconomy.
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Appendix 1. List of interviewees
Republic of Karelia

Name Organisation Date

Yuri Saveljev The Corporation of Development of the Republic of 
Karelia

2 August 2018

Sergei Dubinin The Karelian Business Centre 2 August 2018

Anatali Rekunov Zagotprom (a private company) 2 August 2018

The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of 
the Republic of Karelia

2 August 2018

Alexander Berdino ANO	Energy	Efficiency	Centre 3 August 2018

Anton Shcherbak
A. Tishkov
Alexey Pekkoev
N. Galibina

The Karelian Research Centre of the Russian Academy 
of Sciences

3 August 2018

Sergey Filin Aquaculture expert October 2018

Alexander Beljaev Nord-Ost	Rybprom	fish	farming	enterprise October 2018

Name Organisation Date

Vadim Ulanov The Corporation of Development of Murmansk oblast 30 July 2018

Anna Kireeva Bellona 30 July 2018

Vitaly Akimov The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the 
Murmansk region

31 July 2018

Yulia Giljarova Kola	Scientific	Centre	of	the	Russian	Academy	of	
Sciences

31 July 2018

Irina Tsvetkova The Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology of 
Murmansk oblast

31 July 2018

Alexander Evseenko Kolski forestry district 31 July 2018

Alexander Dvorjankin Priroda DOZ forestry enterprise 31 July 2018

Sergei Kemeisho Biomarin	(private	company	–	fish) November 2018

Murmansk oblast
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